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a relationship based on trust
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I

Banks and consumers – 						
a relationship based on trust

It is not for the state or for an entrepreneurial
organisation to decide who will dominate the
market . . . ; it is for the consumer alone.

Ludwig Erhard

This credo of the father of the social market

damaged. Policymakers and the public are

economy has lost none of its relevance. It

quite rightly asking what lessons banks have

rests on the concept of informed, responsible

learned. The private commercial banks are

consumers who take their own purchasing

aware – particularly against this backdrop

decisions and who bear the economic

– that special demands are placed on their

consequences of their actions. Viewed this

business relations with retail clients. In

way, consumer policy is an integral part of

order to meet this responsibility, they have

an economic policy which relies as much on

adopted a comprehensive consumer policy

competition and individual initiative as it does

scheme. This scheme is being continually

on market transparency and autonomous

adapted: in response to the changing legal

decision-making.

responsible

framework at European Union and national

consumers, competition cannot flourish.

level, to changing customer needs and to

Consumer policy must therefore ensure that the

questions raised by policymakers and the

conditions are in place for consumers to access

public.

Without

thorough, objective information. Forwardlooking consumer protection, moreover,

Restoring confidence in investment

needs to strike the right balance between

advice, in mortgage lending or in the

the interests of consumers and businesses.

handling of problems between customers
and banks – it is becoming ever more
important, especially in daily dealings with

The German private commercial banks
consider

themselves

actively

involved

customers, to give even more consideration

in consumer policy. They are aware of

to differing individual interests. Some

the associated responsibility – also and

customers want a lot of protective rules

especially in the wake of the financial

in order to avoid risk. Others favour fewer

crisis, in the course of which consumer

rules and restrictions and can manage with

confidence in the banking industry was

a minimum of information and explanations
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from their bank. Consumer protection has to

contracts and – last but not least – out-

find appropriate answers to these differing

of-court dispute resolution in the event of

needs.

differences of opinion.

The private commercial banks have

Successful, sustainable consumer policy

responded to these developments and have

requires staying power and clear objectives.

refined their comprehensive consumer policy

This fully revised publication “Banks and

scheme. Four key components form the

Consumers” is intended as a contribution to

centrepiece of the scheme: consumer education,

such a policy.

consumer

information,

transparency

in
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II What is consumer policy?
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II What is consumer policy?
1

Consumer policy from an
economic perspective –
ideal and reality

It is the task of consumer policy to
eliminate obstacles on the demand side.
The prime objective must be to ensure that
consumers can better inform themselves about

Economic theory sees the market in its ideal

the quality and benefits of products, more

form as the best possible instrument for

easily obtain an overview of the market and

reconciling the interests of consumers and

then find the product that matches their needs

producers. Competition for customers forces

and preferences.

companies to produce as cost-efficiently as
possible and offer innovative, high-quality

Several different players can help

products. As a result, consumers have an

to achieve this goal – first and foremost,

optimal supply of the goods and services they

consumers themselves by developing a clear

need and want.

picture of their needs, gathering experience
and information and conducting extensive

Unfortunately,

however,

the

ideal

product comparisons. The crucial factor in any

market is nowhere to be found in reality.

purchasing decision therefore is and remains

In practice, a number of factors impair the

the consumer’s own judgment. In view of

ability of the market to function properly. On

the sometimes very different interests of

the supply side, for example, producers are

individual consumers or groups of consumer,

tempted to limit competition by means of

the ability to make sound decisions should

concentration or agreements so as to earn

be coached and practised. Part and parcel

monopolistic profits. For the companies

of responsible consumer behaviour is that

involved, this strategy may initially be

purchasing decisions should be a clear

lucrative. But from an economic point of

reflection of preference. Those who call for

view, anti-competitive behaviour leads to

more environmentally friendly products,

a loss of prosperity and hampers the race

for example, cannot base their own buying

to innovate.

decisions solely on the criterion of price. And
anyone seeking an investment which is, above

Effective competition watchdogs in

all, secure should be aware that they cannot

Germany and in Europe are a deterrent to such

expect a high return as well.

behaviour. In addition, national markets are
opening up more and more – especially in the

Suppliers are naturally important players

European Union. This results in an increasing

in consumer policy, too. Proactive consumer

number of suppliers, which strengthens the

protection measures such as adequate

impact of market forces and gives consumers

product information, voluntary warranties or

access to a wide choice of products.

strict quality control are in the interest of any
company that hopes to ensure robust, long-

12
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lasting business relations with its customers.
Or to put it another way: an attempt by
a company to exploit the informational
disadvantage of customers for its own
short-term benefit is no basis for long-term
commercial success.
Companies in the same industry can
also pursue a joint consumer policy. This
makes sense if suppliers find themselves
competing for consumer purchasing power
with other sectors beyond the borders
of their own market. Extensive consumer
information, voluntary minimum standards or
additional services can boost the confidence
of consumers in the industry as a whole and
attract their purchasing power.
The third player to shape consumer
policy is the state. It may impose statutory
information requirements on companies or
reinforce the legal position of consumers visà-vis suppliers by giving them warranty rights.
The state can even prohibit certain products
entirely, or heavily regulate their use. This
option is frequently exercised to prevent
health hazards or avoid other risks associated
with the use of a product.
However, intervention by the state also
exposes the limits of consumer policy. Too
much regulation not only means higher
production costs, which ultimately has an
adverse effect on supply, but also restricts
the ability of customers to make their own
decisions. The conflict between the state’s
right to protect its citizens on the one
hand and the risk of inefficient allocation
of goods and “nannying” on the other is

13
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further exacerbated if a state’s consumer

quality management, supplier-independent

policy is linked with other political aims – be

consumer information or product certification

they social, cultural or environmental. This

are preferable to legal rules and regulations.

ultimately robs consumers of their autonomy,

State regulation should therefore confine

and the state-regulated supply of goods and

itself to the necessary minimum, because, as

services may not match their needs at all.

everyone knows, too much of any medicine

Suppliers, meanwhile, may be burdened with

is poisonous.

very high compliance costs.
To minimise this conflict as much
as

possible,

an

economically

effective

consumer policy should be based strictly
on the principle of subsidiarity. In concrete
terms, this means that extensive voluntary,
market-oriented measures such as in-house

14
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The economic importance of the banking industry –
a key sector of the economy

The banking industry is one of the major
sectors of the German economy. Its
contribution to gross value added is just
over 2.4%.a) Banks’ economic output is
comparable to that of the metalworking
industry, the chemical industry or
energy and water suppliers. As
employers too, banks play an important
role in the economy: 663,000 people,
or almost 2% of the total workforce, are
employed in the banking industry.b) But
it is not true, as is sometimes claimed,
that the financial sector (banking and
insurance industries) has grown more
quickly than the rest of the economy. In
Germany, its contribution to gross value
added has remained static for a long
time.
At the end of 2009, loans by German
banks to non-banks totalled € 3.2 trillion
while total deposits by non-banks
amounted to € 3 trillion. At € 7.5 trillion,
the total assets of German banks are
second only to those of banks in the UK,
with London as its international financial
centre. If deposits are considered in
relation to overall economic output, the
German banking sector in 2009 ranked
third behind the UK and Spain in the
league table of big European nations.
And when it comes to total bank lending

Source:
a)
Federal Statistical Office 2010 (share of gross value added
in 2008).
b)
Arbeitgeberverband der privaten Banken
(employers’ association representing the private banking
sector); figures as at 31 December 2009.
c)
IFD, 2010 Financial Sector Report.

to non-banks as a proportion of GDP,
Germany came in fourth in 2009 behind
Italy, Spain and the UK.c)
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2

Restoring confidence:
how the private commercial
banks see their role

commercial banks are well aware that
standards of this kind will only succeed in
restoring consumer confidence if they do not

Consumer confidence in the banking industry

just exist on paper but are also rigorously

was badly damaged by the financial crisis. Both

observed in practice.

policymakers and the public have quite rightly
The measures set out in the guidelines

asked what lessons the banks have learned.

represent a yardstick against which the
The main criticism by consumer and

private commercial banks wish to be judged.

investor groups is that banks failed to take

The criticism sometimes voiced in the media

adequate account of investors’ interests when

about a gap between rhetoric and reality is

offering investment advice. Instead, investors

something private commercial banks take

were persuaded to opt for riskier investments

very seriously. Such reservations show that

than they had originally intended or were not

confidence has not yet fully returned. It is

adequately informed about the risks and costs

repeatedly claimed that there is still a lot of

associated with the securities they acquired.

pressure on bank staff to meet sales targets –
pressure which conflicts with the guidelines’

Private

commercial

banks

have

call for advice that aims to deliver the right

responded to these criticisms by highlighting

product to the right investor. The commercial

where they have already taken action or

interests of a bank must never be allowed to

intend to step up their efforts to win back the

eclipse the interests of its clients.

trust which was lost as a result of the crisis.
Mid-2009 saw the Association of German

Forward-looking consumer protection

Banks take a first, important step towards

means striking a fair balance between

doing so by issuing its “Guidelines for

consumer interests and the interests of

Enhancing Retail Investor Confidence”, which

suppliers. This cannot be achieved without

sets standards for work with retail clients in

offering straightforward, transparent product

the field of investments. Further measures

descriptions and advising customers of

called for by policymakers, such as voluntary

the benefits and mechanics of individual

undertakings, are either on the drawing

products. For this reason, banks already use

board or have already been introduced by

standardised product information to explain

some banks. Product information sheets

the main features of the financial instruments

became compulsory in mid-2011. The banks

in which customers show an interest. These

have adjusted their voluntary information

and many other measures form a sound basis

sheets to ensure they comply with legal

for a return of consumer confidence.

requirements.
It is also important to take even greater
Policymakers have generally responded

account of different individual interests,

favourably to the guidelines. The private

especially in day-to-day dealings with

16
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customers. Some clients desire a high level

The private commercial banks have

of regulation because they hope this will

responded to this trend by updating and

offer them maximum protection against

refining

potential risks. Others, by contrast, want far

policy scheme so that its key components –

fewer rules and regulations, including those

consumer education, consumer information,

of a statutory nature, and are prepared to

transparency in contracts and out-of-court

accept only a minimum of information and

dispute resolution – cater for different

explanation from their bank. There are also

consumer interests. The long-term objective is

clients who seek no information or advice

to empower all consumers to make their own

from the bank at all and prefer to make their

informed decisions. Education has a special

own decisions. Those wishing to act completely

role to play in this context.

their

comprehensive

consumer

independently should have the same access to
client-tailored services as do those expecting

What does this mean precisely? The

help with their investment decisions. Consumer

declared aim of the Association of German

protection must find appropriate answers to

Banks is to promote a better understanding

these very different needs.

of

17
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particularly among children and young

language. The right amount of information

people. It is for this reason that private

creates a basis on which customers can take

commercial banks have long advocated the

decisions independently and on their own

introduction of economics as a compulsory

responsibility. Responsible consumers make

subject in schools. Customers also need

their own financial decisions and assume

to be fully informed about products and

responsibility for them, too. The rights and

product terms in readily understandable

obligations of banks and customers should
be regulated in a way which is fair to both
sides. They should be balanced, clear and
comprehensible and provide for appropriate
solutions in the event of a difference of
opinion. An effective and unbureaucratic
out-of-court dispute resolution mechanism,
the private commercial banks’ Ombudsman
Scheme, rounds off this approach.
Effective consumer policy requires
dialogue. But to be realistic and relevant,
it also requires experience and knowledge
of what is actually going on in the market.
Any discussion of investor and consumer
protection should not confine itself to
addressing current issues, but also raise
proactively matters in the policy arena
which, in the view of the private commercial
banks, have the potential to deliver
real improvement for consumers. This
means, for instance, drawing on academic
surveys (e.g. on consumer behaviour)
when developing practical proposals for
solutions. Equally important are debates
and events to support the opinion-forming
process among policymakers, consumer
groups and banks.
The comprehensive consumer policy
scheme is embedded in an ever denser
network of laws designed to protect
consumers and investors. Banking and

18
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The best consumer policy that
financial services are the subject of particular

companies – or in this case private

attention from legislators at both national

commercial banks – can follow starts

and European level. The legitimate desire

with an attractive range of products.

to reduce the asymmetrical distribution of
information between investors and issuers or
between borrowers and lenders has given rise
to a large number of statutory information

Conversely, much that is determined by

requirements. In addition, case law has

regulatory requirements has long been the

often helped to raise levels of consumer

norm in civil case law. Second, if new rules

protection, for instance by developing the

are needed, a sense of proportion should be

appropriateness criteria which have become

exercised.

the standard when drafting contracts for
banking services. Also in place are rights

The best consumer policy that companies

for consumer or investor associations to

– or in this case private commercial banks –

bring collective action lawsuits. This trend

can follow starts with an attractive range of

has not been without consequences. First, it

products.

is important not to lose sight of the overall
body of existing law. Many a new rule
currently under consideration as a civil-law
obligation for suppliers already exists in a
similar form as a regulatory requirement.
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offered by private commercial banks
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III Consumer policy through service – the services
offered by private commercial banks
1

A focus on the customer –
milestones in business with
retail clients

intensified. The introduction of standardised
personal loans, the switch to cashless wage
and salary payments, the breakthrough of the
investment mentality and the maintenance

Until the end of the 1950s, the private

of securities accounts are just a few of the

commercial banks traditionally did business

milestones in this evolution. After radically

almost exclusively with the corporate

increasing their number of branches and

sector and with small and medium-sized

broadening their range of services, the

enterprises (SMEs). Then the German

private commercial banks were able by the

economic boom, the rapid rise in disposable

end of the 1960s to offer their services to

income among broad sections of the

private households virtually everywhere

population, and the resulting “German

in Germany. Since then, retail banking has

savings miracle” gave rise to a wholly new

joined corporate banking as a mainstay of the

and extremely attractive target clientele.

private commercial banks’ business. Today,

The banks’ previously exclusive client base

private commercial banks compete for clients

was opened up for good and the term

with domestic and foreign institutions in all

bank”,

areas of the ever more varied retail banking

After 1960, retail

“universal

which in the past

sector. The most important fields in which

banking operations

had stood first and

competition takes place are the product

were systematically

foremost

the

range (including traditional lending and

expanded and

variety of services

investment products), account maintenance

intensified.

on offer, took on a

and payments processing, the quality of

new, wider meaning:

advice and service (which is determined

private commercial banks became “banks for

mainly by staff skills and qualifications), and

everyone”. The most obvious sign of change

price.

for

was the efforts by banks to attract retail
customers no longer just as investors, but

Since entering the marketplace, the

as borrowers, too.

private commercial banks have found
themselves faced with particular competitive

That banks consciously promoted their

challenges: for many decades, regulatory

new services to non-clients as well as existing

strictures have prevented mergers between

customers

private and public-sector banks, thus

was

considered

downright

revolutionary at the time, yet it reflected their

precluding

view of themselves as “money and lending

of scale. This makes it that much more

entrepreneurs”. After 1960, retail banking

necessary for private commercial banks

operations were systematically expanded and

to develop lending and deposit-taking

22
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2

Core competencies

products and, above all, payments services
that satisfy both the varied needs of clients

Like

lending,

the

and their wish for security, convenience

investment business is geared to the

and low cost. In addition, they need to

consumer’s individual needs. A distinction

provide an advisory service which furnishes

in terms of maturity is made between

information and guidance while always

demand, time and savings deposits and

placing the customer centre stage. And

direct investment in capital markets via the

last but not least, they have to offer terms

client’s securities account. The main types

and conditions that are transparent and

of investment are shares, bonds, derivatives

competitive in the long term. The key to

and indirect investment in investment funds,

the future success of private commercial

for example. Innovative mixed forms of

banks in retail banking will continue to be a

investment (certificates) are also attracting

successful combination of customised, cost-

growing interest. To provide clients with

intensive advisory services and standardised

comprehensive information on the risks

(and thus attractively priced) products. Like

and opportunities associated with various

an “off-the-peg” suit that fits a large number

investment types, the private commercial

of customers like a glove, banking services

banks have produced a publication entitled

must be tailored for mass use, as it were,

“Basic

through simplification and standardisation.

Securities”.

Information

deposit-taking

on

Investments

and

in

Banking and minors
Business with minors, who are not allowed to take out loans of any
kind, is inevitably only possible to a limited extent. Within these limits,
however, young people must be made ready step by step for the multi
faceted and complex world of finance. Banks, in collaboration with
parents and teachers, have the important task of introducing young
people to financial transactions and helping them to take responsibility
for their financial decisions. This also means giving young people
the freedom to “learn by doing”. The statement issued in 1995 by the
Federal Banking Supervisory Office (since 1 May 2002, the Federal
Financial Supervisory Authority) on banking business with minors was
strongly supported by the banks in its drafting phase and continues to
offer important practical guidance.

23
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Certificates
they make use of a bank’s advisory services
Certificates are bearer bonds with no

rather than using an online brokerage, for

par value that are linked to one or more

example, and making their own investment

underlying assets. These can be shares,

decisions.

a basket of shares or an index, such as
the German DAX. The redemption price

A bank’s investment advisory service

depends on the value of the underlying

is therefore a multistage process. Before

asset(s) on the maturity date or on

issuing a recommendation, the investment

conditions set by the issuer on the issue

adviser will first build up a basis for providing

date.

advice by asking about the client’s financial
circumstances, investment goals, knowledge
and experience. An extensive internal
process will have already examined the

Investment advice is one of the most

suitability of potential investment products

important areas in the relationship between

for various types of investors and classified

banks and their clients. 60% of Germans

them accordingly. In addition, the client

obtain advice from their bank when investing

will be given a publication with important

money (source: Association of German

information and explanations about investing

Banks; survey in April 2010). Anyone wanting

in securities.

to save for their retirement or build up a nest
egg rightly expects a high level of quality if

On the basis of the information
supplied, the investment adviser will seek
a match between the client’s goals and
experience and the features of potential
products, and then recommend one or more
financial instruments. This recommendation
will be accompanied by additional material
(in the form of information sheets, flyers or
the like). Finally, and irrespective of whether
or not the client chooses to make a purchase
or sale, the investment adviser will make a
record of the conversation and give a copy
to the client.
If the advice is provided over the
telephone, the record of the conversation
will be sent to the client by post or electronic
means without delay. This will enable the
customer to reconstruct the process by

24
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Credit scoring – part of a fast, low-cost loan approval process

It is impossible to imagine life in today’s economy

in a positive or negative sense – to the probability of

without loans. Major purchases, such as cars or homes,

default. The larger the available database is, the more

can often only be financed by a bank loan. In their

clearly these characteristics can be determined.

customers’ interests as well as in their own, banks have
to be able to process loan applications swiftly and cost-

Scoring systems therefore never consider individuals,

effectively and make sound, objective decisions. Credit

but always a group of people with similar combinations

scoring is an important tool in this respect.

of characteristics. An individual score calculated on the
basis of such characteristics is assigned to a rating class

A credit score is a number indicating the statistical

(a range of scores). The median score in the rating class

likelihood of a loan being repaid on schedule. It is

reflects a certain likelihood of default. The score is an

calculated individually by the bank on the basis of the

important, though not the sole, factor that determines

information available on the client in question. The

whether or not to grant a loan. Other considerations

score takes into account information that, according to

normally taken into account include the client’s income-

the bank’s empirical data, document borrowers’ ability

to-expenditure ratio and financial situation. The lending

to meet their financial obligations.

decision is therefore taken on the basis of an overall
assessment of this information.

There is nothing new about the principle of credit
scoring. Lenders naturally have an interest in recovering

Both customers and banks benefit from the use of

the money they have lent, particularly since it is money

computer-based scoring systems since credit scoring

received from other clients in the form of deposits. They

offers an objective evaluation basis and thus facilitates

have always had to assess borrowers’ creditworthiness,

swift, sound decisions. The resulting lower processing

i.e. ability to meet their financial commitments, on

costs can be passed on to the customer in the form

the basis of information about the customers and

of more favourable borrowing rates. If the terms of a

their financial circumstances, as well as on general

loan are based on creditworthiness, the specific credit

experience of lending to retail clients.

risk costs associated with each risk class are included
in the interest rate in a fair and reasonable way. This

Nowadays, banks also use computer-based methods

means, for example, that clients with a low risk of

to give them as realistic a forecast as possible about

default do not have to subsidise higher-risk borrowers.

a client’s credit standing. Scoring involves making a

The principle of risk-based pricing has been applied for

prediction on the basis of past experience. Statistical

decades in areas such as third-party car insurance or

and mathematical techniques are used to help identify

private health insurance. This has worked to the benefit

certain borrower characteristics (risk factors) that

of many consumers.

have in the past shown a demonstrable link – both

25
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which the recommendation was reached

confined themselves to marketing only

even at a later date.

state-sponsored capital formation schemes.
With the help of a broad range of products

The core competencies of the private

– from savings plans and savings bonds to

commercial banks go beyond product

sophisticated investments in securities –

development and investment advice. They

they actively promote capital formation by

also ensure that transactions are processed

employees, thus fulfilling a responsibility

and securities account services are provided

towards society that goes well beyond a

promptly and reliably. The large market

conventional business relationship. Given

share of the private commercial banks in

the growing problems faced by state

the safe custody of shares, investment

pension schemes, the development of new,

certificates and fixed-interest securities

innovative products for the purposes of

bears

long-standing

long-term capital formation and retirement

competitive edge in securities investment.

provision has a key role to play. Private

According to statistics compiled by Deutsche

commercial banks, in competition primarily

Bundesbank, more than 60% of securities

with the insurance industry, offer a variety

holdings are managed by private commercial

of private pension products which qualify

banks. Private commercial banks have never

for allowances and tax breaks under the so-

witness

to

their

26
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Provision for retirement
called “Riester” pension plan and cater to
client preferences with regard to availability,
risk and return.

The demographic trend in Germany poses great
challenges to provision for retirement. Ever

The Association of German Banks has

fewer contributors to the statutory pension

repeatedly highlighted the problems posed to

scheme will have to fund an increasing number

the pension system by demographic change

of pensioners.

and has put forward proposals for reforming
social security systems. The objective must

This has clear consequences for the statutory

be to further strengthen and simplify

pay-as-you-go pension system. Should –

funded – usually meaning occupational or

as some forecast – there only be a single

private – retirement provision schemes.

contributor for every pensioner by the year

To date, policymakers have adopted these

2030, it will no longer be possible for the

proposals only in part.

statutory scheme to provide most of the
population’s retirement income more or less

Leaving aside concerns about the

single-handedly, as has been the case until now.

ideal type of funded pension scheme, the

Moreover, broad sections of the population

fact should not be overlooked that recent

continue to underestimate the amount of

reforms have brought about a fundamental

money they need to set aside for their old age.

change in pensions policy. More and more
German citizens have recognised the

Many Germans will not be able to close the

necessity to assume personal responsibility

resulting pension gap unless they change

for their old age. Targeted information

their savings habits. There is a need for further

about financial products and financial

awareness-raising. The statutory pay-as-you-

planning can provide the necessary help.

go scheme must be complemented by funded

The Association of German Banks and its

occupational and private retirement provision

members view this as an important task.

to secure a decent standard of living for future

The association publishes regularly updated

retirees.

customer information on private retirement
provision which answers the most important

The introduction in 2002 of the so-called

questions in easy-to-understand language.

“Riester pension”, which is subsidised by the

It has also produced a series of booklets

state through allowances and tax breaks, was a

explaining the basic features of funded

first step in the right direction. To date, around

pension plans and warning of the risk of

14.4 million of the over 30 million people

poverty in old age.

eligible for the subsidy have taken out a Riester
pension. (Figures as at the end of 2010; source:
Federal Ministry for Labour and Social Affairs.)
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3

Partners for secure banking
can also be used in online banking. When

Payments should be processed swiftly and

an iTAN is used, the bank’s central computer

securely. A feature of internet technology

asks the customer to enter a particular TAN

is continuous innovation. The banks take

from the list placed at his or her disposal so

this into account by adapting their systems

that no “attacker” will know which one has

to accommodate the latest advances in

been requested. The mobile TAN (mTAN) is

technology. This naturally includes upgrading

sent by SMS to the customer’s mobile phone

authentication procedures. In addition to

shortly before the transaction is carried out.

procedures facilitating customer mobility,

What is more, it is only valid for a short time.

such as indexed transaction numbers (iTANs)

Combined with a card reader, a GBIC chip

or the one-time transaction password (TAN)

card is able to generate a “TAN on demand”,

generator on the German Banking Industry

making paper-based TAN lists superfluous.

Committee (GBIC) chip card, electronic

The GBIC card has a chip with state-of-the-

signatures generated by the GBIC chip card

art security architecture known as SECCOS

Security tips for using bank cards and Personal identification numbers (PINs)

To prevent unauthorised persons from
accessing bank accounts and to avoid

terminal.
−− Keep your distance

misuse and loss, the Association of German

Keep a discreet distance from a person

Banks has issued the following security tips

entering their PIN and demand the

for customers using bank cards and PINs

same.

at automated teller machines (ATMs) and
point of sale (POS) terminals:

−− Do not get distracted
Do not accept “help” from anyone you
do not know when using your bank

−− Keep your PIN secret
Do not write it down anywhere.
Never tell anyone your PIN.
−− Watch out for anything suspicious

card and PIN.
−− Take care of your bank card
Never give your bank card to anyone.
−− Cancel lost cards immediately

If anything about the machine or its

Be sure the number you need to cancel

environment seems suspicious, cancel

your card is always to hand.

the transaction immediately.
−− Enter your PIN discreetly

−− Check your bank balance regularly
Check your account statements at

Do not let anyone look over your

regular, frequent intervals. Report any

shoulder when using an ATM or POS

suspicious activity to your bank.
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(Secure Chip Card Operating System). This
allows the addition of a signature function
in line with the German Digital Signature Act.
Using the internet carries various security
risks as well as advantages. The technical

Secure online banking

infrastructure set up by banks to ensure secure
handling of electronic transactions offers

All customers should observe the following security rules:

effective protection when data are transferred
via the internet or processed by banks. To

1. Do not send sensitive information over open networks

prevent banks’ security precautions from
being undermined by attacks on the client’s

unless it is encrypted.

equipment, users of online banking also need

2. Check the security of your internet connection using

to have adequate protection in place. Banks

the information provided by the browser.

naturally have no influence on the systems used

3. Protect your access codes and access media

by their clients. In particular, equipment such as

(e.g. PINs, TANs, chip cards) from unauthorised use.

a PC connected to the internet is normally used

4. Choose a secure password.

for many other, non-bank-related applications

5. Only download programs off the internet from

as well. This exposes them to risks that are

reputable sources.

beyond the banks’ control. To make customers

6. Use the most recent versions of your internet

aware of these risks, the Association of German

browser and operating system because these will

Banks has produced a booklet on online

meet the highest available security standards.

banking explaining how to make PCs safer for

7. Run security checks by activating the operating

online banking and keep the remaining risk

system’s security features.

to an absolute minimum. The above products

8. Check the browser’s security settings.

and accompanying security tips illustrate the

9. Use virus scanners and additional security software.

top priority given by the banks to their clients’

10. Make regular backups of your data.

wish for security when performing banking
transactions.
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4

Future developments
banking services makes it difficult for an

Consumers’ expectations of the private

individual bank to stand out solely on the

commercial banks are constantly changing,

strength of a product’s basic uses. For this

thus bringing about changes to banking

reason, banks increasingly offer additional

itself. The private commercial banks have

services targeting specific client groups.

responded by continually adjusting their core

These include, for example, individually

competencies so that they can continue to

tailored,

compete successfully for retail customers.

services ranging from asset planning, asset

The growing demands of clients, who are

accumulation,

becoming more affluent, better educated,

provision for retirement to the transfer of

more mobile and also more cost-conscious,

assets to legal successors. Property-related

prompt the private commercial banks time

services (valuation and location analyses,

and again to demonstrate their passion

structuring of property assets) are a

for innovation. They offer their clients a

further key area of expertise. The private

product range that is continuously being

commercial banks have realised that only a

updated and adapted to meet evolving

quality-oriented approach to these value-

needs. These are new, intelligent products

added services will enable them to build

that deliver additional benefits to clients

brand recognition, serve clients’ needs in

and thus also strengthen customer loyalty.

an optimal way and compete successfully

Fierce competition in the area of standard

over the long term.
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Retail banking is constantly evolving

consumer demand for transparency. It is likely

are

that product diversification will increasingly

opening up new ways of defining closeness

be accompanied by a diversification of prices

to customers. Today’s consumers expect

to meet individual consumer needs.

because

technological

advances

standard banking services, in particular, to be
available on demand. They want to be able to

Even though there has been demand up

take care of their banking business quickly and

to now for less complex, less differentiated

easily even outside traditional opening hours.

pricing, there are signs that future retail

While a close-knit network of branches is still

business will comprise a wide variety of

helpful in acquiring customers and retaining

approaches featuring many more user-

existing ones, it is no longer sufficient in

pays components. In addition to fixed-

the internet age. The private commercial

price models (flat-fee schemes) for advisory

banks were quick to seize the opportunities

services, volume-based models, hourly rates

created by new technology, especially in the

and profit-sharing plans will emerge for

retail sector, and offer customers a full range

various types of service. Overall, the trend is

of access channels. These include first and

towards cost-based, more customised pricing,

foremost online banking, telephone banking,

which for the consumer means a noticeable

mobile banking, self-service terminals and

improvement in price transparency.

mobile sales.
In the online banking sector, the private
commercial banks played a pioneering role by
establishing various direct banks. According to
figures published by Deutsche Bundesbank,
around 16 million online accounts were
held at private commercial banks in 2009,
representing 36 % of the total online banking
market. There is still sometimes a perception
that fees for retail banking services should be
“social prices”. It is not always fully appreciated
that payment services, in particular, require
a

cost-intensive

infrastructure,

whose

continuous maintenance and upgrading has
to be financed. All banking products should
be priced on a user-pays basis. Advisory
services and the time invested in providing
this advice are increasingly being viewed as
services that have a price. Cross-subsidisation
and the resulting flat fees no longer satisfy
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Ordinance comes into force.

Milestones in private
commercial banks' retail

1976

business

deposit guarantee scheme protects the

The private commercial banks’

1976

deposits of each and every client up to 30%

1959

of the liable capital of the bank. In practice,
1959

Private commercial banks are first to

this means full protection for almost all

offer standardised consumer loans (personal

depositors.

loans).

1960

1966

1977
1960

Introduction of the first self-service

Introduction of payroll accounts

terminals by private commercial banks.

at private commercial banks. Before this,

Automated teller machines (ATMs) and

the usual practice was to pay wages in cash

statement printers enable clients to withdraw

(“wage packets”), even at banks.

cash or check their account balances outside
regular opening hours.

1966

Establishment of a common deposit

insurance fund (“fire-fighting fund”) by the

1977

Association of German Banks to protect

private commercial banks, becomes the

private investors.

credit card of the German banking industry.

EUROCARD, already owned by

The credit card offers both convenience and
1968

1968

1977

Launch of the eurocheque system.

a high degree of security. If a card is lost or

Led by the private commercial banks, the

stolen, the client’s liability is limited to no

German banking industry introduces a cheque

more than 100 Deutschmarks. If the customer

guarantee card. A standard pan-European

reports the loss before misuse occurs, liability

cheque encashment scheme evolves. Soon

is suspended altogether.

1977

afterwards, the eurocheque card can be used
1978

to guarantee eurocheques.

1970

1971

Introduction of interactive videotext

(BTX), which enables customers to do their
1970

The

private

commercial

banks

banking from home. Users identify themselves

introduce overdraft facilities. They offer clients

to the computer-based BTX service by

with regular incomes the flexible option of

means of a personal identification number

overdrawing their accounts for a short period

(PIN). Transactions are authorised using an

without obtaining prior approval.

individually assigned one-time transaction

1978

password (TAN).
1971

By

commissions

displaying
in

their

their

fees

and

branches,

the

1984

The

eurocheque

organisation

private commercial banks increase market

run by the banking industry introduces the

transparency long before the Price Disclosure

internationally machine-readable magnetic
strip. This allows cash to be withdrawn from
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ATMs outside Germany.

1985

associations

issue

the

recommendation

“Current Account for Everyone” (Basic Account).
1985

Introduction of telephone banking.

Banks undertake to provide on request a

Customers can now contact their bank around

current account on a credit-only basis to every

the clock from anywhere in the world. The

citizen, regardless of the nature or level of his

customer’s identity is verified by means of a

or her income.

1996

password or via a voice recognition program.

1986

1996
1986

The banking industry introduces

Introduction of internet banking.

a chip card with a prepaid electronic purse

After initially using the internet merely as a

(GeldKarte or money card) for small payments.

platform for their own information services,
banks soon begin to offer online banking.

1997

Options range from securities orders to

used at ATMs worldwide.

Cards with the Maestro logo can be

customised services and products offered via
2001

the internet.

1989

1997

The

private

commercial

banks

2001

endorse the “Code of Conduct on Pre1989

An industry-wide point of sale (POS)

contractual Information for Home Loans”

system is set up. This allows cashless payments

drafted jointly by the European Credit Sector

using a eurocheque card and bank card at

Associations (ECSAs) and consumer groups.

electronic tills in retail stores (electronic cash).

1992

2002
1992

The eurocheque card’s guarantee

The private commercial banks are

function is discontinued due to the steadily

the first to introduce an Ombudsman Scheme

declining use of eurocheques. Retail customers

to resolve disputes between retail clients and

make increasing use of electronic cash to pay

banks.

for goods and services and prefer to make cash

2002

withdrawals from ATMs.
1992

1992

1993

In addition to the electronic cash

system used across Germany, the banking

2002

industry establishes a global POS system

Payments Council (EPC), an initiative of the

under the brand name “Maestro” for cashless

European banking industry dedicated to

payments at electronic tills in foreign retail

implementing the Single Euro Payments Area

stores.

(SEPA) on a self-regulatory basis. From 2008,
pan-European direct debit and credit transfer

1993

The private commercial banks’ new

schemes and a framework for card payments

general terms and conditions of business

1995

Establishment of the European

are to be made available to customers.

(AGB) come into effect.
1995

The

leading

German

banking
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2009
2003

2003

The Single Euro Payments Area

Introduction of the “EU-Standard-

is extended to cover a further payment

überweisung” (German EU standard credit

instrument. The SEPA direct debit enables

transfer) to allow cross-border credit transfers

euro payments to be collected across borders

in euros to be provided at low cost within

for the first time. The scheme includes key

the European Union. Customers have to use

features of the widely used German direct

the recipient’s International Bank Account

debit scheme.

2009

Number (IBAN) and the Bank Identifier Code
2009

(BIC) of the recipient’s bank.

The Association of German Banks

issues guidelines to enhance retail investor

2005

2005

Introduction in online banking of the

confidence. The aim is to establish standards

mobile TAN and TAN generator. The former

for dealing with retail investors, especially

is transmitted to customers via their mobile

when providing investment advice. The

phone. Both TAN types are tied to a specific

guidelines cover the internal procedures

transaction (e.g. credit transfer).

normally followed by banks in this area. Many

2009

banks already have extensive rules in place.

2006

First direct and bilateral settlement

These are incorporated in the guidelines and

of debit card payments between German and

refined into a single standard for all private

Italian banks. This is a further important step

commercial banks.

2006

by the banking industry towards SEPA for cardbased payment transactions.

2009

It becomes easier for consumers

in Germany to switch banks. The member
2007

2007

2008

Introduction

of

the

banking

associations of the Zentraler Kreditausschuss

industry’s account-linked electronic purse

(ZKA) – predecessor body of the German

card as a chip-based identification instrument.

Banking Industry Committee – issue a joint

As of 1 January 2007, all publicly accessible

recommendation on switching consumer

cigarette machines must be refitted to prevent

bank accounts, effective from 1 November

their use by children and underage youths.

2009. The recommendation is based on

Tobacco wholesalers opt to use the banking

the “Common Principles for Bank Account

industry’s account-linked electronic purse card

Switching” agreed between the European

to comply with this requirement.

Banking Industry Committee (EBIC) and the
European Commission. The objective of this

2008

Launch of the SEPA for credit

European recommendation is to make it

transfers and card payments in Europe.

easier to switch banks in member states.
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2010

2010

Reform of protection against bank

2011

Private commercial banks lower

account seizure. The holder of an existing bank

fees for withdrawals from their ATMs by non-

account can apply to register it as a so-called

customers to a maximum of €1.95. Since 15

“P-Konto” (short for Pfändungsschutzkonto).

January 2011 this fee has applied not only

This means that a basic monthly amount –

to customers of private commercial banks,

currently €985.15 – is exempt from seizure.

but also customers of savings or cooperative

2011

banks. Before making a withdrawal, the
2010

Introduction of a standard record-

customer can see exactly how much it will

keeping format for documenting advice

cost at the machine in question.

provided to retail investors. The aim is to

2010

protect investors and improve the quality of

2011

advice. The information recorded includes the

a statutory requirement. The banks adjust the

reason for seeking advice, the length of the

information sheets already in use to comply

conversation, relevant details of the client’s

with the new rules.

personal situation, features of the financial
instruments and services discussed, the client’s
main objectives and their relative importance,
the recommendations issued in the course of
the conversation and the rationale for making
these recommendations.
2010

Availability of a standardised product

information sheet for investment products.
Clients are able to see at a glance how the

2010

product works and what risks and costs are
involved. The information sheet is based not
only on proposals by the Federal Ministry of
Food, Agriculture and Consumer Protection
but also on guidelines issued by the European
Commission.
2010

New pan-European legal framework

for consumer loans. A number of new

2010

requirements covering issues from advertising
and pre-contractual information to mandatory
explanations are designed to help consumers
make informed borrowing decisions.
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IV The private commercial banks’ comprehensive
consumer policy scheme
Information

decision-

Investor confidence has been seriously

making take centre stage in the comprehensive

and

independent

undermined by the financial crisis. The

consumer policy scheme of Germany’s private

Association of German Banks wants to restore

commercial banks. Clients are equal partners.

this confidence – be it with its May 2009

A long-term partnership based on trust is

guidelines for restoring investor confidence

essential for both customers and banks. Help

or the private commercial banks’ 2010

in evaluating products and selecting the right

standard for product information sheets.

one is available not only from the banks’

The key concern in each case is to focus even

client advisers, but also from the Association

more strongly on the customer’s needs in all

of German Banks, which offers a wide range

internal business processes.

of independent product-related information,
A customer-bank relationship based on

presented below.

a spirit of partnership involves more than
Educating people to become “responsible

merely providing information about products

consumers” begins at school. Grasping

and services, however. Contracts, too, as the

how the economy works, understanding

legal basis for customer-bank relations, must

the principle of competition and learning

be framed in such a way as to be readily

to keep a cool head in a complex economic

understood by customers. And if problems

environment are things that should be taught

nevertheless arise, the private commercial

as part of the school curriculum. For this

banks’ Ombudsmen are standing by to resolve

reason, the Association of German Banks calls

them quickly, unbureaucratically and free of

for economics to be made a subject in its own

charge to the customer.

right and has been committed to promoting
economics education for over 20 years with its
extensive Schul|Bank programme.

1

More than consumer
education – the Association
of German Banks’ Schul|Bank
programme

All consumer education starts at school. The
Association of German Banks has set itself
the goal of getting more young people
interested in economics and making the
subject more accessible to them. More than
20 years ago, it launched an initiative under
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Promoting economic
literacy

the name Schul|Bank, comprising a whole
package of services. This commitment by

The Association of German Banks

the private commercial banks to education

has for many years campaigned for

is intended to help build bridges between

economics to be put on the school

businesses and schools. The aim is also to

curriculum as a subject in its own

improve students’ economic and financial

right. In cooperation with the Institute

literacy. It is against this backdrop that

of Economics Education at Oldenburg

the Association of German Banks offers

University, it published a blueprint

teachers and students an extensive, tailored

in May 2008 for teaching economics

information programme on economics.

in primary and secondary education.
The publication sets out an economics

Information booklets for students

syllabus for all levels of education

Booklets about economics, banks, dealing

from primary school to Abitur

with money and choosing a career teach

(university entrance qualification). In

students how the economy functions.

2010, using this blueprint as a starting

“Rund ums Geld” (All about Money), for

point, the Joint Committee of German

instance, leads students through a role-play

Industry and Commerce, of which

exercise, in the course of which they learn

the Association of German Banks is a

a lot about managing money. Simulations

member, issued standards for teaching

of real-life situations make them aware of

economics and standards for teacher

their saving and spending behaviour. They

training. These initiatives and the

practise managing their own finances and are

call for a place for economics on the

familiarised with a variety of banking services

curriculum are gaining ever broader

and investment opportunities. The series

support – not least from students

entitled “Wie – Wirtschaft erleben” (How the

themselves, who want to see schools

Economy Works) teaches young people basic

focus more strongly on teaching

economic concepts and principles with the

economic literacy.

help of material drawn from their everyday
life and experience. These publications also

Economics for the classroom
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More economics should be taught at

Economics should be introduced as a

school

subject in its own right
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“SCHUL|BANKER” bank management game,

that can be worked through together in the

students take over the management of a

classroom.

virtual bank over the course of four months.
Twenty teams go through to the final round,

Special teaching material for teachers

in which the winner is determined during

Teaching staff are given extensive support

a three-day event. In the “Jugend und

in

Schul|Bank

Wirtschaft” (Youth and the Economy) project,

newsletter provides 65,000 teachers with

which is organised jointly by the Frankfurter

up-to-date information about the economy

Allgemeine Zeitung (F.A.Z.) newspaper and

every month. The Schul|Bank file entitled

the Association of German Banks, students

“Wirtschaft – Materialien für den Unterricht”

write for the business section of the F.A.Z.

(Economics – Material for the Classroom)

During the course of a school year, they take

contains a wide selection of source texts and

an in-depth look at the paper’s business

pedagogical material for use by teachers in

reporting, find their own stories, do research,

the classroom.

conduct interviews and finally produce their

economics.

A

79

All adults

Source: Association of German Banks, 2009 youth survey, all figures in per cent.

contain a number of exercises and checklists

teaching

77

2003 2006 2009 2003 2006 2009 2003 2006 2009

14- to 24-year-olds School students

Source: Association of German Banks, 2009 youth survey, all figures in per cent.

75

own articles. The best of these articles are
Nationwide student contests

published once a month, and additionally

Young people can get an inside look at

once a quarter, on a special “Jugend und

the world of work and business by taking

Wirtschaft” page in the F.A.Z. business

part in competitions. In the nationwide

section.
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2
Internet

Transparency through
information

Teachers and students can find extensive
2.1 The information pyramid

information and a variety of activities
related to the Schul|Bank programme at
www.schulbank.de. Eight different quizzes

Customers need correct, adequate and readily

allow them to test their knowledge of

understandable information before entering

economics and the economy. The “Geld-

into a transaction. Only then can they make a

Special” (Money Special) section enables

decision – be it about making an investment

young people to access online information

or taking out a loan – that is tailored to their

about various aspects of money, calculate

personal and financial circumstances.

interest and do an interactive money test
But

to discover what kind of “money type” they

customers

nowadays

face

a

are. Teachers can download a wide range of

bewildering number of options. On top of

pedagogical material to help them address

that, the instruments available to retail clients

money-related issues in the classroom. The

have become significantly more complex,

monthly Schul|Bank newsletter is available

especially in the area of investments. And in

online as well. The website also lists full

today’s information society, the number of

details of various publications, all of which

sources of information that can be consulted

can be ordered online.

has also increased. So it is more necessary
than ever for customers to have assistance
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Information pyramid for investments in securities

Investment advice

Specific
product information
General information about
certain types of securities

Economic literacy

in filtering information and extracting that

about the particular instrument under

which is really relevant.

consideration.

There is no quick fix to the situation.
A

multifaceted

required,

Customers will only be able to make sense

education,

of specific product information if they

continuing with economic literacy training,

have developed a basic understanding of

and followed – where investments, for

how securities transactions function and

instance, are concerned – by the provision

what risks are typically involved. This basic

of general information on the main types

understanding in turn presupposes an

of investment and finally by specific details

adequate general knowledge of economics.

beginning

with

approach
general

is

Each step is dependent on the others.
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Conversely, some types of securities are

News service

of such a specialist nature that general

“Bank-News” has been providing consumers

information alone will not always suffice.

with easy-to-understand tips and information

General and detailed specific information

on all aspects of money for more than 30

therefore complement one another and are

years. This consumer newsletter is published

at the same time mutually dependent.

every two weeks. Issues covered include
consumer rights (e.g. the Ombudsman

With this in mind, the Association of

Scheme), information on withholding tax,

German Banks acts on all levels to assist

online banking security tips, warnings about

customers in accessing the information they

dubious investment schemes and advice on

require to make decisions that match their

managing holiday finances.

needs.
The Association of German Banks has
2.2 General consumer information

provided a graphics service to newsrooms
since 1989. Even complex topics from the

Consumers have for many years been the
focus of the Association of German Banks’
public relations work. At regular intervals
the association makes available providerindependent information and reports on
financial topics.
The “fokus:verbraucher” series
In 2006 the Association of German Banks
launched its “fokus:verbraucher” series,
an information service of the private
commercial banks aimed specifically at
consumers. The series brings together
all publications specially tailored to the
needs of this target group. These include
the annual Ombudsman’s Report, and
informative booklets and leaflets on issues
of current interest, such as the general range
of services offered by private commercial
banks, deposit protection, secure online
banking or making payments across Europe
using international bank account numbers
and bank identifier codes.
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world of business and finance are presented
to consumers in an easy-to-understand and
informative way.
Last but not least, the Association of
German Banks reaches consumers through
press work directed at popular magazines,
newspapers and journals.
Phone-ins
As early as 1979, the Association of German
Banks began cooperating with editorial
departments at newspapers and magazines to
offer expert advice by telephone. Employees
of the Association of German Banks and
experts from private commercial banks

familiarise them with the broad range

answer readers’ questions over the phone.

of highly specialised financial services

Along with the Ombudsman Scheme, this is

in an easy-to-understand way – through

one of the “direct lines” to the consumer. This

interviews, reports, bulletins and analysis.

service, which has proved highly successful

A subscription-based online podcast service

over the years, shows again and again that the

was launched in April 2006.

demand for information about money matters
knows no bounds. Topical subjects such as

Internet

private provision for retirement or the safety

A

of investments are often what interest readers

information platform is available online

most, particularly in times of financial crisis.

at

Those who call in with questions appreciate

information about money and financial

above all the chance to obtain expert and

matters can be found by clicking on

impartial advice. Neither individual banks nor

“Geldinfos + Finanzen” (money info and

products are advertised – a principle that has

finances). This platform gives consumers

convinced not only large national newspapers

direct access to news and radio services and

but also numerous regional dailies and mass-

to publications that can be ordered online

circulation magazines to offer this service on

or downloaded.

comprehensive

communication

www.bankenverband.de.

and

Consumer

a regular basis.
The Association of German Banks on the
internet:

Radio service of the Association of German
Banks
The Association of German Banks also

www.bankenverband.de			

uses the radio to inform consumers and

bankenverband@bdb.de
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But information provided over the

All of the Association of German Banks’

internet is not a one-way street – the

consumer-related activities are interconnected.

Association

receives

News and radio services refer to publications

hundreds of inquiries every month via its

and key topics on the consumer portal. During

email

bankenverband@bdb.de.

phone-ins, for instance, newspaper and

A large proportion of these enquiries are

magazine readers are informed directly about

from consumers, who make full use of the

services provided by the private commercial

opportunity to contact the association’s

banks such as the Ombudsman Scheme or

experts quickly and directly. This enables the

deposit protection scheme.

of

German

address,

Banks

association not only to respond personally
2.3 Guidelines, product information

to consumers’ questions, but also to find out
what consumers expect of it and the private

sheets and customer information in

commercial banks.

the field of securities and investments
Guidelines

Since 2006 customers have also been
able to access consumer information by

The “Guidelines for Enhancing Retail Investor

going to the private commercial banks’ online

Confidence”, issued in May 2009, set out

consumer portal at www.infos-finanzen.de.

guiding principles for providing investment

By clicking on headings entitled “Customer &

advice to consumers. The private commercial

Bank”, “Account & Card”, “Saving & Investing”,

banks put the client centre stage. It is not

“Credit & Finance” and “Pensions & Retirement

sufficient to give clients appropriate and readily

Provision”, consumers can obtain information

understandable information: mechanisms are

of interest to them quickly, easily and at a

also required to protect their interests. The

glance.

private commercial banks consider it a top
priority to maintain long-term partnerships
with their clients based on trust. This means
that a number of organisational measures
need to be in place to ensure the quality of
banking services at all times.
The Association of German Banks’
guidelines for its members cover the internal
procedures normally followed by banks
in their dealings with retail clients. Many
banks already have extensive rules in place
to govern such procedures. These have
been incorporated into the guidelines and
refined into a single standard for all private
commercial banks.
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Product information sheets

financial literacy and basic information about

Banks have long had information sheets, flyers

a class of products, and supplement it with

and term sheets available to provide customers

specific details of the product in question.

with information about products in a concise
form. These occupy the top of the information

These product data sheets are routinely

pyramid, so to speak, since they describe

supplied to customers when providing

individual products, such as a particular share

investment advice, but are also available for

or bond. They therefore build on an existing

information purposes from branches or on the

base of knowledge derived from general

banks’ websites.
Unlike a securities prospectus, for
example, a product information sheet does

Guidelines for Enhancing Retail

not contain full details of all features of the

Investor Confidence

product but instead presents the salient

Among other things, the guidelines recommend

aspects at a glance (how it works, risk/reward

making a central selection of investments which may

profile, associated costs, etc.).

be suitable for consumers. The banks should:
−− undertake an individual assessment, when

An oft-repeated criticism during the

providing investment advice, of whether a

financial crisis was that financial products

particular investment product is suitable for the

were

client in question

to customers and that it was frequently

not

explained

sufficiently

clearly

difficult to compare different products.

−− pay due regard in their internal organisation and
remuneration policies to the objective of customer-

The banking industry took this criticism on

oriented advice, customer satisfaction and long-term

board and developed a standard for product

customer relations

information sheets based on proposals
discussed in Germany and at European level.

−− draw up an investor profile in cooperation with the
client, base all advice on this profile and give a copy

Use of product information sheets became

to the client

mandatory on 1 July 2011.

−− ensure that their advisers are and remain highly
Customer information

qualified

When customers place an order to buy or sell

−− where necessary, provide clients with specific
product information explaining succinctly and

securities, their bank will inform them about

without reference to other documents how the

how the order has been executed.

product functions and what risks and costs are
Once securities are purchased, the

involved

customer will expect to receive certain

−− regularly review their procedures to ensure that
clients’ interests are protected and rigorously follow

follow-up information. The bank will make

up any irregularities

this information available in a variety of ways.
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If an order cannot be executed because

So customers can rest assured that their

the desired securities are unavailable in the

bank will keep them abreast of how their

market, for instance, or because of insufficient

portfolio is performing and inform them of

funds, the bank will advise the customer of the

any important changes to their investments.

fact. The same applies if the purchase does
Customers should nevertheless bear

not go through owing to a limit placed on the

in mind that any recommendation to buy a

order by the client.

security is always based on the situation at
In

addition,

customers

receive

a

a given point in time. They should therefore

securities account statement at least annually

contact their bank again if necessary in

showing the value of their holdings at the end

the event of changes in their personal

of the year. Customers can also ask their bank

circumstances or in the market.

at any time how much their securities are
2.4 Customer information about loan

currently worth or can access the information

products

electronically if they bank online.
notify

New rules for consumer loans were

information to investors. If an announcement

introduced in mid-2010 when the European

by an issuer is published in Wertpapier-

Consumer Credit Directive was implemented

Mitteilungen (the German securities business

in German law. The changes apply to new

journal), the bank will forward the information

consumer loans, and many of them to

to its customers if it may affect their legal

mortgage loans as well. They are particularly

position or impact on their interests. This may

relevant to retail clients. New pre-contractual

be the case in the event of a conversion or

information requirements are a key element.

rights offer, for example. The bank will also

To improve the comparability of the loan

help customers by filtering out dubious offers.

agreements offered by banks and enhance

Issuers

frequently

need

to
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transparency for borrowers, customers are

or details of any loan broker involved. These

given pre-contractual information about

additional requirements also make contracts

the loan they wish to take out before an

lengthier than before, however.

actual agreement is signed. In practice, this
means the bank provides the customer with

If customers wish to know more about

information about the type of credit, the

certain aspects of a loan agreement, they

associated costs and other important features

should contact their adviser direct. Bank

of the loan. This information is presented in

advisers will in future be expressly required

tabular form, as required by law.

by law to provide borrowers with adequate
explanations before a loan contract is

The tables used are standardised

signed so that they are in a better position

throughout Europe but vary depending on

to judge whether the agreement really

whether an instalment loan, an overdraft

matches their objectives and financial

facility or a mortgage credit is involved. This

circumstances.

allows the special features of all types of
credit to be accommodated.

If a bank advertises a specific rate of
interest, the advertisement must indicate

Banks now also have to fulfil more

– possibly by providing an illustrative

extensive information requirements when

example – the interest rate which will apply to

the agreement itself is concluded, thus

the majority of loan agreements it concludes.

providing customers with a further basis for

This is to avoid misunderstandings which

making their decisions. The loan agreement

might arise if, for instance, the interest rate

has to contain additional information on

mentioned in an advertisement was offered

matters such as the responsible supervisory

only to consumers with a certain credit

authority, the relevant Ombudsman Scheme

standing.
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European Standardised Information Sheet (ESIS)
The European Credit Sector Associations

In addition, the ESIS contains further pre-

(ECSAs) and consumer groups in the EU

contractual information designed to make

signed a voluntary code of conduct on pre-

a cost comparison with loans offered by

contractual information for home loans based

other providers, including foreign banks,

on a recommendation issued by the European

as easy and transparent as possible. This

Commission. The code envisages providing

information includes, above all, nominal

consumers wishing to take out a mortgage

and effective interest rates, the amount

loan with the following information

and length of the loan, the number and
frequency of instalments, the level of the

−− general information about the home

interest and repayment rates, additional

loans offered by the bank

one-off and/or recurring costs, early
repayment charges, details of internal

−− in a pre-contractual phase, individual

customer complaint handling and an

information (main features of the loan)

illustrative repayment plan.

in the form of a European Standardised
Information Sheet

Before signing a contract, therefore,
customers obtain comprehensive, readily

The general information includes details

understandable and above all comparable

about the service provider, a description of

information about all loan products

the loans offered, details of costs, the type of

normally offered by private commercial

interest, the various repayment options, early

banks. Armed with this information, the

repayment terms, a list of possible additional

customer is then in a position to make a

charges and general information on public

reasoned decision about taking out the

subsidies.

loan.
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legislation

had already informed their customers in

governing consumer credit which took

autumn 2009 about the changes triggered

effect in June 2010 were incorporated into

by implementing the European Consumer

the private commercial banks’ general

Credit Directive.

The

changes

in

the

terms and conditions of business (AGB)
as early as 31 October 2009 to coincide
with the transposition into German law of
the European Payment Services Directive.
As a result, the private commercial banks

The consumer's statutory cancellation rights
Section 355 of the German Civil Code –

Section 495 of the German Civil Code –

Fourteen-day right of withdrawal

Consumer loan contracts

To protect consumers from contractual

This gives the consumer a cooling-off period

obligations to which they may have agreed

so that he or she can reconsider the loan.

without thoroughly considering all the

The revised European Consumer Credit

circumstances, the law gives them the right

Directive also envisages a cooling-off period

to withdraw from certain types of contract

of this kind.

in certain situations within a period of
fourteen days without giving any reason for

Section 312d of the German Civil Code –

the cancellation.

Distance selling of financial services
This cancellation right applies to contracts

Section 312 of the German Civil Code –

for financial services concluded exclusively

Doorstep selling

by means of telecommunications (e.g.

This applies to cases in which a contract

email or telephone). This is intended to

has been entered into “on the doorstep” or

compensate for the information deficit

the consumer has been induced to do so in

caused by the fact that the contracting

a doorstep situation. The aim is to protect

parties are not physically present at the

consumers against any risks arising from

same time and cover the consumer’s need

a hasty decision to sign a contract. This

for special protection. The provision is based

cancellation right is based on EU legislation,

on the European Directive on the distance

namely the Doorstep Selling Directive.

marketing of consumer financial services.
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3

Transparency
in contracts

When drafting the new business
conditions, particular emphasis was placed

Another component of the comprehensive

on transparent wording so as to make them

consumer policy scheme is “transparency

as easy to understand as possible for the

in contracts”: the rights and obligations of

general public. The new version of the AGB

banks and customers must be balanced fairly

ultimately did away with many obsolete rules.

for both sides and communicated in a clear

A clear sign of their customer-friendliness

and appropriate manner. This is done within

is, in particular, the consistent absence of

the framework of the contract that consumers

any non-liability clauses in favour of banks,

enter into with the bank. This contract sets

so that the private commercial banks are

out such things as the desired loan amount,

additionally liable today for petty negligence.

informs consumers of the size of the overdraft

A market research study was conducted prior

facility granted to them or advises them of any

to adoption of the new AGB to determine

right to cancel they may have. The customised

whether customers could understand them

content of the contract is supplemented by

well enough. The AGB are thus customer-

general terms and conditions.

friendlier than the “small print” that is still
widely used in the business sector. This is also

3.1 The private commercial banks’ General

acknowledged by the courts.

Business Conditions (Allgemeine
The AGB (printed in the Annex) form a

Geschäftsbedingungen [AGB]) and

compact, succinct and balanced legal basis

special conditions

for banking practice and the millions of
The

private

commercial

banks’

generally abstract and complex transactions

General Business Conditions (Allgemeine

conducted daily. As a result, they have since

Geschäftsbedingungen [AGB]), which entered

won recognition not only in the media and

into force on 1 January 1993 and have been
continuously updated since then, establish the
mutual rights and obligations of banks and
customers. These new business conditions

The AGB, which contain a total of 20 clauses, are

were the result of three years of work in

neither too long nor confusing. They comprise

which every single clause applying until

four double-columned pages and are easy to read

then was first re-examined with a view to

thanks to their print size and layout. Each of the

determining its practical relevance in the age

20 numbered clauses is indicated by an easily

of high-tech banking. Only provisions that

identifiable heading set in larger bold print which

proved to be indispensable as a framework

is followed by text separated optically through

for banking transactions were adopted and

indenting and paragraphing.

revised in the light of the requirements set
by the Standard Contracts Act and highest-

Federal Court of Justice on the AGB, ruling of 14 July 2009,
ref. XI ZR 152/08.

court rulings.
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in the academic world, but also among

this reason, the forms for opening accounts

customers, as a user-friendly, forward-looking

and for the provision of loan collateral,

foundation for business relations. This is also

along with the private commercial banks’

confirmed by the fact that, as yet, not a single

various special conditions, also reflect

clause of the new AGB has been criticised

the objectives underlying the AGB. When

in any highest-court rulings. To ensure that

revised, their content was likewise restricted

this high standard is maintained, several

to what was absolutely indispensable.

provisions were modified – most recently on
31 October 2009 – to allow for transposition

In the loan collateral forms, in addition

of the EU Consumer Credit Directive and

to generally introducing release, valuation

the EU Payment Services Directive into

and realisation clauses, the wording was

German law, as well as current legislative

made more concise and emphasis put on

developments.

balanced rules. Guarantees by dependents
are now only required if these are necessary

The AGB contain only those provisions

to secure loans and if the guarantors’

relevant to banking transactions as a whole.

financial capacity is ensured. Assetless

They are thus supplemented by special

spouses and children of borrowers are thus

conditions and forms that cover the specific

generally ineligible as guarantors. Moreover,

features of individual lines of business. For

only precisely defined maximum-amount

The private commercial banks' most important special conditions
−

The “Sonderbedingungen für

−

Wertpapiergeschäfte” (Special

Banking” (Terms and Conditions for

Conditions for Securities Dealings)

Online Banking) set the framework for

govern the purchase and sale of

electronic payment transactions.

−

securities and their custody.
−

The “Bedingungen für das Online

The “Bedingungen für den

The “Sonderbedingungen für Termin

Überweisungsverkehr” (Terms and

geschäfte” (Special Conditions for Forward

Conditions for Credit Transfers) govern

Trading) form the basis for orders for

domestic and cross-border credit transfers.

−

transactions on futures and options

The “Bedingungen für die girocard”

exchanges and over-the-counter forward

(Terms and Conditions for the girocard)

transactions in foreign currencies and

govern the use of debit cards.

−

precious metals and are supplemented by

The “Bedingungen für den Sparverkehr”

the “Rahmenvereinbarung zum Abschluss

(Terms and Conditions for Savings

von Termingeschäften” (Master Agreement

Business) govern the use of savings

for Financial Derivatives Transactions).

accounts.
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guarantees are now used regularly. Merely
the initial loan is then covered, but not
the subsequent borrowing requirements.
This makes the commitments made by
guarantors manageable for them.
3.2

Price transparency

Price transparency is of great importance for
consumers. The private commercial banks
inform customers not only about the prices
for their services but also about whether,
when securities are purchased, further price
components such as the sales fees (“front
loads”) usually charged on fund shares
should additionally be taken into account.
This is also required under the guidelines
issued by the Association of German Banks
in conformity with recent court rulings.
Clients

are

informed

about

the

prices that banks charge for their services
in regular business in the “Preis- und
Leistungsverzeichnis” (List of Prices and
Services). The prices shown in the list are
examined critically by the courts on an
ongoing basis. However, the courts walk a
tightrope here between, on the one side,
checking price clauses to see whether they
comply with the transparency rule and, on
the other side, illegally controlling prices.

services are set, as in other business sectors,

Such surveillance by the courts would

primarily by consumer demand. Irrespective

interfere with banks’ business calculations

of this, court rulings on the admissibility of

and ultimately with the pricing mechanisms

bank charges have repeatedly been issued. If

of the market. It is not the job of the courts

no fee can be charged for high-cost special

to generally act as price watchdogs. Leaving

services because of these rulings, the costs

aside supervision of unfair pricing, which

must ultimately be borne by all customers,

quite rightly is the responsibility of the

even if the majority do not use these special

courts, the limits of prices for banking

services in the first place.
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Examples:

transaction costs, front loads or custody
charges,

may

affect

the

performance.

−− Court rulings prohibit banks from charging

Customers can see from the example given

customers a fee whenever a direct debit

which effects they should take into account

cannot be paid due to a lack of funds

in their specific case. Similar information is

in their account. As a result, the work

contained in all product information sheets.

necessary to return such a direct debit and
the costs incurred in the process must be

Details of so-called “kickbacks” are also

borne by all customers, which is annoying

disclosed. These are payments made by a

for all customers who do not cause such

fund provider to a bank which has included

additional costs.

the fund in its sales programme. They cover,
for example, the cost of information material

−− At EU level, a price regulation (Regulation

or of the advisory service provided free of

[EC] No. 2560/2001 of the European

charge to the customer. Where banks receive

Parliament and of the Council of 19

such kickbacks, they inform their customers

December 2001 on cross-border payments

not only about this practice but also about the

in euro) stipulated that from 1 July 2002

amounts involved. Only then can customers

the price banks charged customers for

assess what benefits a bank may expect

cross-border electronic card transactions

from selling a security and whether, once

within the EU had to be the same as

they know these, they still wish to follow

that which they charged them for a card

the recommendations made by an adviser.

payment within their home country. On 1

Regardless of whether such kickbacks are paid

July 2003, this principle of price equality

at all and, if so, how much they are, customers

was extended to cover credit transfers

can always rely on receiving advice tailored to

provided they meet certain automated

their personal needs.

processing criteria. The EU regulation is
an example of unprecedented and far-

3.3 Self-regulation as an alternative

reaching interference by legislators in

to statutory provisions

banks’ pricing freedom that cannot be
justified for competitive reasons and is

Self-regulation is certainly not an instrument

inappropriate from a business standpoint.

that provides an answer to all consumer law
questions. Thus, whether or not effective

In investment business, customers are

regulation may be achieved just as well by

also made clearly aware in other ways of

market solutions or self-regulation instead

the price components they need to take into

of laws or regulations is something that must

account. If, for example, a bank advertises a

be examined on a case-by-case basis. If on

security’s gross performance, the information

this basis self-regulation appears preferable,

it provides also contains details of how

it may be an effective means of creating legal

commissions, charges and other fees, e.g.

clarity and certainty.
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European Code of Conduct for mortgage

as far as possible. So the intention of

lenders

European lawmakers to regulate migration

The discussion at both European and

to SEPA uniformly on a statutory basis is only

national level has demonstrated during the

logical. Swift migration would be helpful, as

past few years that self-regulatory measures

only a short phase in which the old domestic

in individual areas can be an effective and

payment schemes exist alongside the new

flexible way of protecting consumers: one

SEPA ones avoids any unnecessary burdens.

example of these is the European Code of
Conduct for mortgage lenders, adopted

If SEPA receives the required push from

in 2002. In it, banks agree, first, to make

lawmakers, users will not only benefit from the

available comprehensive information on

quick, simple and secure payment schemes,

the special features of mortgage lending,

but will also recognise how inexpensive

and, second, to provide consumers with

SEPA actually is. The keen competition in the

a standardised overview of the key points

German market has in the past resulted in

of the mortgage loan in which they are

very low charges for payments compared with

interested. This makes it easier to compare

other European countries. SEPA will increase

different offers. When transposing the EU

rather than reduce this competition, as almost

Consumer Credit Directive into national law,

60 billion payments are made in the eurozone

German legislators adopted this overview.

alone every year.

Realisation of the Single Euro Payments

“Current Account for Everyone”

Area (SEPA)

The fact that self-regulatory measures can

The German banking sector has actively

be successful over the long term is also

supported integration of the euro payments

demonstrated by the “Current Account for

markets and laid the foundations for turning

Everyone” (Basic Account) recommendation

the political vision of SEPA into reality.

made in 1995 by the central associations of the

Employing considerable resources in the

German banking industry working together

process, the European Payments Council (EPC),

within

in which European banking associations and

(German Banking Industry Committee [GBIC]).

big banks work together to implement SEPA,

At that time, there was a public debate

has developed uniform EU-wide payment

about the plight of people who had got into

instruments. Businesses and consumers are

financial trouble and as a result had difficulty

still using these new instruments far too

gaining access to banking services. The GBIC

little, however. The SEPA credit transfer, for

recommendation says that, unless there are

example, accounts for less than 1% of the total

good reasons not to do so in individual cases,

volume of payments at present.

banks should make a current account available

“Die

Deutsche

Kreditwirtschaft”

to any person on request, allowing them to at
Legislators should therefore support

least receive credit items, make cash deposits

wider use of the SEPA payment instruments

and withdrawals, and transfer funds. Entries
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The GBIC's Current Account for Everyone (Basic Account) recommendation
All banks operating current accounts for all

account shall be deemed to be unreasonable

sections of the population shall, on request,

where:

make available current account facilities to
every citizen in the area in which they do

−−

the customer misuses the services

business. This will enable the customer to

provided by the bank, especially for

receive credit items, to make cash deposits

illicit transactions, e.g. fraud or money

and withdrawals, and to transfer funds.

laundering

Overdrafts need not be allowed. Every bank

−−

the customer provides false information

shall be free to provide additional banking

that is of major importance for the

services.

account relationship
−−

the customer makes a serious nuisance

Banks shall, in principle, be prepared to

of himself/herself to, or poses a

operate current accounts for everyone,

threat to the safety of, staff or other

regardless of the nature and amount of the

customers

customer’s income, e.g. unemployment

−−

it is not possible to use the account for

benefit, social assistance. Entries with

the intended purpose of remitting and

SCHUFA indicating that the customer’s

receiving cashless payments because,

financial situation is poor shall not, by

for example, the account is frozen as a

themselves, constitute grounds for refusing

result of debt enforcement measures

to operate a current account.

taken by creditors or remains dormant
for a period of 12 months

A bank shall not be obliged to operate a

−−

it is not ensured that the bank will

current account for the applicant where this

receive the customary fees agreed for

is deemed to be unreasonable. In this case,

operation and use of the account

the bank may also close an existing account.

−−

Opening or continuing to operate an

the customer otherwise fails to abide
by the arrangements

with SCHUFA (Germany’s leading credit

significance of the current account, which is

information agency) indicating that the

an important prerequisite for participation in

client’s financial situation is poor are not, by

economic life. With a minimum of bureaucracy,

themselves, a reason for refusing to provide

it aims to allow as many consumers as possible

such a basic account. Banks are not required

to keep a bank account. On the other hand,

to allow overdrafts on basic accounts.

personal responsibility and independence,
guiding principles in a market economy, must

This recommendation demonstrates the

also be respected. Hence, any pressure on

banking industry’s awareness of the social

banks – also by legislators – to open an account
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Facts and Figures on the
Basic account

regardless of the individual circumstances of
a consumer would not have been acceptable.
If the GBIC recommendation gives rise to a

In 2010, a total of 396 complaints

complaint against a private commercial bank,

about refusal of a basic account

the private commercial banks’ Ombudsman

were received by the German

Scheme is open to consumers. In such cases,

private commercial banks’

the

determines

Ombudsman. Such complaints

whether or not a bank has complied with the

therefore made up around 6%

GBIC recommendation. Such complaints are,

of all complaints (6,494) in 2010.

however, an exception.

Fully 80% of these complaints were

Ombudsman

promptly

settled in the customer’s favour. Of
At the end of December 2010, German

this 80%, the Ombudsman issued

banks and savings institutions held 2.5

a decision in only 11% of cases,

million basic accounts, an increase of 400,000

however. All other complaints

accounts since the last survey in 2007. The

were resolved by banks during the

GBIC recommendation therefore ensures that

preliminary examination procedure

– as intended by the European Commission

provided for under the Ombudsman

in its recommendation on access to a basic

Scheme.

payment account – any customer receives a
bank account on request. Germany is therefore
very well-placed on this issue, particularly

the basic account, like the Association of

compared with other European countries.

German Banks’ website. In addition, to draw

Even in EU member states such as France or

attention even more strongly to the fact

Sweden where access to a bank account is

that the customer complaints offices can be

regulated by law, a small number of citizens

used free of charge, the GBIC recommends

still have no account. This is shown also by

that its member banks explain in writing

recent surveys conducted by the Commission.

to customers why they refuse to open or

The Commission stresses at the same time

continue to operate a basic account for

that where citizens are “unbanked”, this is

them and that, when doing so, they make

often due to a lack of financial literacy or to

a point of referring them to the appropriate

disinterest on their part.

customer complaints office.
Current account switching by consumers

Banks have taken various measures to
further publicise the GBIC recommendation

In the GBIC recommendation on current

and the possibility to use the customer

account switching for consumers, the

complaints

German

offices

(free

of

charge).

banking

community

complies

(www.die-deutsche-

with the European Commission’s proposal

has,

example,

to facilitate account switching at national

been updated to include a section on

level. The recommendation is based on

The

GBIC

website

kreditwirtschaft.de)

for
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the “Common Principles on Bank Account

services for new customers usually offered

Switching”

the

by German banks. A new feature is that the

European Banking Industry Committee

old bank at which the consumer wishes to

(EBIC), the European Commission and

close an account should, where requested,

European consumer organisations. The

provide the consumer or the new bank

Common Principles issued by EBIC at the

with information to identify standing

beginning of November 2008 are largely

orders within seven banking working days

identical

upon receiving the request.

negotiated

with

the

between

account

switching
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GBIC recommendation on current account switching by
consumers
Banks which keep current accounts for

The old bank at which the consumer wishes

consumers shall assist them in switching

to close his/her current account shall:

their current account within Germany. To
−− at the consumer’s request, provide

this end, banks shall in particular make
available to consumers information on the

the consumer – and where expressly

current account switching procedure, on

requested by him/her – the new bank

the help and services they provide in this

with information to identify standing

connection, and on any fees or charges

orders within seven banking working

involved.

days upon receiving the request
−− close the current account, provided there

If the consumer and the new bank have
concluded a current account agreement,

is nothing to stop it from doing so (e.g.

or if such a current account already exists,

debit balance)

the new bank shall assist the consumer as
−− no longer execute or pay standing

follows in switching his/her account:

orders and direct debits as of the time
the account is closed

−− the consumer can designate the new
bank as his/her primary contact point

−− at the consumer’s request, transfer any

during the switching

existing credit balance on the current
account to the new bank

−− the new bank shall assist the consumer
in closing his/her old current account

Every bank shall be free to offer banking
services going beyond the above.

−− the new bank shall offer the consumer
assistance in informing regular
payees (such as landlords, telephone

Customer complaints offices

companies or power suppliers) of

If current account switching leads to

the new account, e.g. by providing

differences of opinion with the old or new

standard letters

account-keeping bank, the consumer may
have the matter examined free of charge by
the relevant customer complaints office.
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4

Out-of-court dispute
resolution – the private
commercial banks’
Ombudsman Scheme

Details of the procedure and the admissibility
requirements are set out in the “Rules of
procedure for the settlement of customer
complaints in the German banking sector”

To settle differences of opinion between

(Ombudsman Scheme Rules of Procedure),

banks and their customers as quickly and

which are approved by the Federal Ministry

smoothly as possible – and not just with

of Justice and which are printed in the Annex.

respect to the basic account – the private
commercial banks introduced an out-of-

The appointment of the first Ombudsman

court dispute resolution procedure as early

in 1992 signalled a new approach by the

as 1992: the Ombudsman Scheme.

private commercial banks in building trust.
Customer complaints are viewed as an

As an alternative to court action, which

opportunity to clear up misunderstandings

is often inconvenient, time-consuming and

while subjecting banks’ own services to

expensive, the private commercial banks

ongoing critical review. At the same time, the

offer their clients a widely accepted, effective,

private commercial banks played a pioneering

unbureaucratic and quick dispute resolution

role in the financial sector by implementing

procedure performed by an independent

initial efforts at European and national level

and impartial person – the Ombudsman. The

to avoid court proceedings through the use

procedure is open primarily to consumers, but

of out-of-court dispute resolution schemes.

also to companies and self-employed persons
where disputes relating to credit transfers

The advantages of this modern customer

or misuse of a payment card are involved.

complaints system are obvious: it is not just
free of charge to bank customers, but also
without any risk for them. If customers are
unwilling to accept the Ombudsman’s decision,

This institution now enjoys a high standing among banks

they are still free to take their complaint to a

and their customers. The benefits for consumers are

court of law. If, however, their complaint to

obvious. They can have decisions by their bank examined

the Ombudsman is successful, they obtain

competently, impartially

redress quickly and easily. The customer’s

and free of charge. [. . .]

legal interests cannot be prejudiced by expiry

The work of the private

of the statutory limitation period during the

commercial banks’

Ombudsman proceedings.

ombudsmen is a good

The private commercial banks undertook

example of successful self-

to accept Ombudsman decisions in disputes

regulation.

involving amounts up to €5,000. This binding

Brigitte Zypries, former German Minister of Justice, talking at the anniversary
celebration “Self-regulation in consumer protection: 15 years of the private
commercial banks’ Ombudsman Scheme”, held at the Association of German
Banks on 5 July 2007.

effect is something rather exceptional;
binding decisions are not standard practice in
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dispute resolution schemes operated by

complied with the “Current Account for

the business sector on a voluntary basis.

Everyone” recommendation issued by the

Experience has shown that banks usually

central associations of the German Banking

even

Industry Committee (GBIC).

accept

non-binding

Ombudsman

decisions against them involving amounts
exceeding €5,000. If a consumer complains

A fully intended consequence of the

that a bank has refused to open a current

introduction of the Ombudsman Scheme is

account – even without overdraft facilities

that most private commercial banks have set

– or to continue operating one, the

up schemes of their own to handle customer

Ombudsman checks whether the bank has

complaints – if they had not already done

The private commercial banks' most influential critics: the ombudspersons
The high level of public acceptance of the

Dr Gerda Müller: ombudswoman since

private commercial banks’ dispute resolution

August 2009; former presiding judge and vice-

scheme is due largely to the ombudspersons’

president at the Federal Court of Justice

own assertiveness. The ombudspersons are

Dr Rainer Mössinger: ombudsman since June

former higher court judges and ministry

2010; former president of the Hanau Regional

officials who, through their personality

Court

and proven professional expertise, ensure

Angelika Lange: ombudswoman since

impartial proceedings (from left to right

September 2011; former judge at the

below):

Frankfurt am Main Higher Regional Court

Horst-Diether Hensen: ombudsman since

Dr Gerhart Kreft: ombudsman since October

May 2000; former vice-president of the

2004; former presiding judge at the Federal

Hanseatic Higher Regional Court, Hamburg

Court of Justice

and president of the Hamburg State Judicial

Werner Weiß: ombudsman since July 2001;

Examiner’s Office

former judge, public prosecutor and senior

Ekkehard Bombe: ombudsman since

Justice Ministry official in Bavaria; also served

January 2006, former president of Wiesbaden

as presiding judge at the Munich Higher

Regional Court

Regional Court
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Ombudsman Scheme Proceedings

Written complaint by
bank customer

Check on jurisdiction

no
jurisdiction

Complaint forwarded to
relevant dispute resolution
body or returned to customer

jurisdiction

Complaint forwarded to bank
for comment

yes

Check on admissibility

no

Ombudsman decision on
admissibility

complaint admissible
complaint inadmissible
Bank comments

Bank provides redress

Opportunity for customer
to reply

Ombudsman decision
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The customer complaints office of the Association of German Banks

A customer complaints office was set up at the Association of German Banks to act as an
interface between bank customers and the Ombudsman Scheme. Any customer of a private
commercial bank can contact this office in writing – in English or French as well – if they feel
that they have been treated unfairly by their bank. All they need to do is give a brief account
of the facts of the matter, enclosing copies of the necessary documents (e.g. current account
or securities account statements).
How can a customer contact the private commercial banks’ Ombudsman?
By post:
Bundesverband deutscher Banken [Association of German Banks] e. V.
– Kundenbeschwerdestelle [Customer Complaints Office] –
Postfach [P.O. Box] 040307
10062 Berlin
Germany
By fax:

+49 30 1663-3169

By phone:

+49 30 1663-3166

By email:

ombudsmann@bdb.de

Online:

www.bankenombudsmann.de

so previously. These in-house complaint

against non-member banks were addressed

settlement schemes have also proven

to it during the same period. These were

successful. A considerable number of cases,

forwarded

however, do not need to be resolved by

resolution body.

to

the

appropriate

dispute

the Ombudsman at all. Easy-to-understand
information on banking procedures or on

The Ombudsman Scheme is widely

complex and sometimes abstract banking

recognised, not only by customers and banks,

transactions frequently clears up any disputes

but also by government bodies at national

in advance.

and European level.
−− For disputes between retail or corporate

The Ombudsman Scheme, launched
in 1992, continues to meet with a positive

customers

response from bank customers: over the

banks that fall within the scope of the

last five years alone, up to the end of 2010,

legal provisions on payment services

it received over 21,500 complaints against

(Section 675c-676g of the German

member banks. Around 2,400 complaints

Civil Code [BGB]), and for differences
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Ombudsman Scheme: Overview of number and outcome of complaints
receives annually 2007-2011
2)

2007

2008

2009

2010

Total number of complaints

3,610

4,837

6,514

6,494

5,268

617

744

1,030

1,262

998

385

743

1,184

1,318

327

Admissible complaints under the Rules of Procedure

2,608

3,350

4,300

3.914

3,943

Complaints resolved in favour of customer (also partly)

1,403

1,824

2,260

1,938

1,213

Compromise proposed by Ombudsman

68

89

229

206

53

Complaints resolved in favour of bank

1,137

1,437

1,811

1,303

330

Complaints not followed up by customers
Inadmissible/ineligible 1) complaints under
the Rules of Procedure

1) Admissible complaints under the Rules of Procedure which the Ombudsman nevertheless declines to resolve
because further evidence-taking would be necessary.		
2) Of the 3,914 admissible complaints, 467 are still being processed.					
3) Of the 3,943 admissible complaints, 2,347 are still being processed.					

Source: Association of German Banks, 30 November 2011.

of opinion between consumers and

−− If regional law exercises the option pro-

private commercial banks regarding

vided under §15a of the Act Introducing

financial services sold at a distance,

the Code of Civil Procedure (EGZPO), a com

consumer

financial

plainant must, among other things, consult

assistance, the Ombudsman replaces

a dispute resolution body prior to taking

the dispute settlement body set up at

legal action if the amount involved does

the Deutsche Bundesbank under the

not exceed €750. The customer can meet

German Prohibitory Injunctions Act. The

this requirement in the event of a dispute

Federal Ministry of Justice has given the

with a bank by consulting the private

Ombudsman Scheme the public dispute

commercial banks’ Ombudsman. The

resolution mandate for these areas.

Ombudsman is thus considered equivalent

loans

and

to a public dispute resolution body.
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−− At European level, the private commercial

21 European Economic Area (EEA)

banks’ Ombudsman is part of FIN-NET

countries (EU member states, plus

(Consumer Complaints Network for

Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway) have

Financial Services), launched by the

joined the network (among them Italy’s

European Commission on 1 February

“Ombudsman Bancario”, Spain’s “Servicio

2001. Since then, 46 accredited financial

de Reclamaciones Banco de España”

services dispute resolution bodies from

and the UK’s “Financial Ombudsman
Service”). FIN-NET members provide
assistance to complainants in crossborder matters by directing them to the
dispute resolution body responsible for
them.
−− In Russia, a scheme for resolving disputes
between borrowers and banks modelled
on the German Ombudsman Scheme
is to be introduced. The Association of
German Banks is providing advice and
assistance on this project. In cooperation
with the Gesellschaft für Internationale
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Zusammenarbeit

also

The private commercial

supporting the establishment of a dispute

(GIZ),

it

is

banks' Ombudsman and

resolution scheme in China.

transparency

When the private commercial banks set
up an out-of-court dispute resolution scheme

The private commercial banks’ annual

for its customers in 1992, the rest of the

Ombudsman’s Report is intended

financial sector in Germany was rather slow

not only to fulfil statutory reporting

to follow suit: the Association of German

requirements but also to make the

Public-Sector Banks and the Association of

Ombudsman Scheme more transparent.

German Cooperative Banks have each had

Decisions from all areas illustrate the

an Ombudsman since May 2001 and April

full range of Ombudsman resolution.

2002 respectively. Their decisions are not

The Ombudsman’s Report is available to

binding on member banks, however. The

everyone – not standard practice in the

German Savings Banks’ Association has

financial industry. The report can

had a central Customer Complaints Office

be downloaded or ordered online

since 2009. A list of the most important

(www.bankenombudsmann.de), or

out-of-court dispute resolution bodies in

requested directly from the Association

the financial sector with contact details is

of German Banks.

included in the Annex.
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Deposit protection

Deposits held at the private commercial banks in

several accounts. The protection limit is the maximum

Germany have been legally protected since 1998 by

level of compensation paid on deposits held by a

the Deposit Guarantee and Investor Compensation

single customer. If customers hold deposits that exceed

Act (EAEG). Through the EAEG, German lawmakers

the protection limit, they are compensated up to the

transposed into German law the EU Deposit Guarantee

protection limit and can then claim the rest themselves

Schemes Directive, which requires all banks in the EU to

in the insolvency proceedings against the bank. For

belong to a deposit guarantee scheme. They gave the

almost all customers, this deposit protection scheme

job of operating the scheme for the private commercial

means virtually full protection for all deposits at the

banks to the “Entschädigungseinrichtung deutscher

private commercial banks. Even in the case of small

Banken” (EdB [German Banks’ Compensation Scheme]),

banks with the regulatory minimum capital of €5 million,

a fully owned subsidiary of the Association of German

amounts up to €1.5 million per depositor are fully

Banks. Since 1 January 2011, compensation has been set

protected today.* As a rule, the amount protected is in

at the equivalent of €100,000 per bank customer and

fact considerably higher. On request, the Association of

bank.

German Banks is pleased to advise any interested parties
of the current deposit protection limit of a member bank.

Deposits held by customers at private commercial

This limit is also available on the association’s website at

banks in Germany are additionally protected by the

www.bankenverband.de.

Association of German Banks’ “Einlagensicherungsfonds” (Deposit Protection Fund). More than 180 banks
pay into the fund, which has existed in its present form

Further information

since 1976. For over 30 years, it has fully compensated

is available on the Association of German Banks’ English

all depositors. It protects demand, term and savings

website, www.germanbanks.org (click on “Deposit

deposits, including registered savings certificates, up

Protection Scheme” and then on “Booklets” to download

to a bank’s individual protection limit. Liabilities in

or order) or, in German only, on the website of the

respect of which bearer instruments, e.g. bearer bonds

“Entschädigungseinrichtung deutscher Banken (EdB)”,

and bearer certificates of deposit, have been issued

www.edb-banken.de.

by a bank are, on the other hand, not protected. The
protection limit is as a rule 30% of each bank’s liable
capital.*
If a customer’s total deposits do not exceed this
limit, they are protected in full. The protection limit

* The protection limit for newly admitted banks until the end of the third full
calendar year of their membership of the Deposit Protection Fund is generally only
€250,000. The protection limit will be lowered to 20% of each bank’s liable capital
on 1 January 2015, to 15% on 1 January 2020 and, finally, to 8.75% on
1 January 2025.

is depositor-based, i.e. it applies no matter whether
the money is held in a single account or spread over
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V Towards a single European financial market

the European financial services markets. As
the European Central Bank notes in its April
2010 fourth Report on Financial Integration
in Europe, consumer products have been
bought and sold mainly nationally to date.
So that European consumers are able to more
fully enjoy the benefits of open markets, the
task in hand is therefore to remove barriers
to market entry and encourage the crossborder use of retail banking and financial
services. The European Commission thus
rightly assigns consumer and investor
protection a vital role in further integration
of the financial markets. At the same time,
In a European Union of around 495 million

the integration fatigue provoked by the

citizens, it is up to policymakers to ensure

financial crisis in some cases and any

that consumers have equal opportunities to

attempts to wall off national markets should

exploit the potential of the internal market

be firmly resisted. Neither would be the right

to the fullest. The aim is an expanded range

response to the market failings exposed by

of products at lower prices and constantly

the financial crisis.

improving quality. However, the condition for
such improvements in prosperity is driving
forward and completing the integration of

1

Consumer policy in the
European Union

Consumers are great beneficiaries of the Single Market.

1.1 The European regulatory

There are, however, many cases where benefits are

framework

late to materialise because the Single Market has been
introduced but there is still insufficient competition,
or because access to the Single Market is precluded

In the Maastricht Treaty, the EU member states

or difficult, or because there is inadequate consumer

underlined in 1992 that consumer protection

protection.

should play a larger role in the EU. The
Amsterdam Treaty, which entered into force
on 1 May 1999, elaborated on this objective

European Commissioner Mario Monti in his 9 May 2010 report to the
President of the European Commission, José Manuel Barroso, entitled
“A New Strategy for the Single Market at the Service of Europe’s Economy
and Society”.

and further strengthened the basis for action
on consumer policy: the legal footing and
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Union policies shall ensure a high

incorporated into Article 169 of the Treaty on

level of consumer protection.

the Functioning of the European Union. The
Article 38 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union.

European Union’s duties are consequently,
in addition to ensuring a better “hearing
for consumers”, maintaining high safety and

competence clause established in the third

health standards and fully protecting the

part of the EC Treaty (Community policies)

economic interests of consumers.

under Article 153 made consumer policy an
independent component of community policy

Under the Lisbon Treaty, consumer

designed not only to “ensure a high level of

protection

consumer protection”, but also “to promote

shared responsibility of the European Union

the interests of consumers”. With the entry

and the EU member states. In its actions,

into force of the Lisbon Treaty on 1 December

the European Union must abide by the

2009, the Charter of Fundamental Rights

subsidiarity principle laid down in the EC

of the European Union was made legally

Treaty not only in the area of consumer

binding and Article 153 of the EC Treaty was

protection. The Union acts only “if and in

remains

the

concurrent

or

Excerpt from the Treaty on the Functioning of
the European Union
Article 169

b) measures which support, supplement and

(1) In order to promote the interests of

monitor the policy pursued by the Member

consumers and to ensure a high level

States.

of consumer protection, the Union shall
contribute to protecting the health, safety

(3) The European Parliament and the Council,

and economic interests of consumers, as well

acting in accordance with the ordinary legislative

as to promoting their right to information,

procedure and after consulting the Economic

education and to organise themselves to

and Social Committee, shall adopt the measures

safeguard their interests.

referred to in paragraph 2(b).

(2) The Union shall contribute to the

(4) Measures adopted pursuant to paragraph 3

attainment of the objectives referred to in

shall not prevent any Member State from

paragraph 1 through:

maintaining or introducing more stringent

a) measures adopted pursuant to Article

protective measures. Such measures must be

114 in the context of the completion of

compatible with the Treaties. The Commission

the internal market;

shall be notified of them.
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so far as the objectives of the proposed
action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the
Member States, either at central level or at
regional and local level, but can rather, by
reason of the scale or effects of the proposed
action, be better achieved at Union level.”
(Art. 5(3), EC Treaty).

National law on the basis of European law
−−

Especially in the area of consumer and

limited to the lowest common

investor protection, national law is

denominator, has been pursued so

determined by harmonisation measures

far. Under this approach, a directive

at European level. If European legislators

establishes a certain minimum standard

choose a directive as a regulatory vehicle

which the individual EU member states

rather than a regulation, it is the task

may go beyond when implementing this

of the EU member states to transpose

directive at national level. The European

its content into national law within the

Commission’s approach of abandoning

period set – a certain amount of latitude

this principle in favour of full

in implementation remains.

harmonisation meets with reservations
at national level in some cases, however.

In the area of consumer and investor

It is feared that the allegedly “high”

protection in particular, the “minimum

national level of consumer/investor

harmonisation” approach, i.e.

protection will have to be adjusted or

harmonisation of rules and regulations

lowered to the different European level.
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In this time of economic crisis, it is more important than

1.2 The EU’s consumer

ever that we work hard and fast to bring these rights

policy programme

to consumers. Until consumers feel that their rights are
protected when they shop across

The widely recognised guiding notion in

borders, they will limit their

Community law is that of the so-called

purchases to their own countries

“responsible consumer”, i.e. a person who is

and won’t take advantage of the

considered to be “reasonably well-informed”

EU’s crown jewel – the Single

as well as “observant and circumspect” and

Market.

who can perform his/her role “as an active

Viviane Reding, Vice-President of the European Commission, responsible
for Justice, Fundamental Rights and Citizenship, in her speech entitled “An
ambitious Consumer Rights Directive: boosting consumers’ protection and
helping businesses”, European Consumer Day 2010, 15 March 2010.

market citizen” in an economically sensible
manner on his/her own responsibility. This
definition was shaped by rulings of the
European Court of Justice (ECJ), which, for
example, gears the application of bans on

The aim of consumer policy within

misleading behaviour to the “presumed

the single European market is to create the

expectations” of an “average consumer who

conditions for greater choice and further

is reasonably well-informed and reasonably

cross-border trade and to allow consumers

observant” in order to avoid excessive

to meet their needs throughout the EU on

restrictions. Moreover, the ECJ views the

fair conditions. Consumers should have at

provision of information to consumers as

their disposal sufficient accurate information

one of the basic requirements of consumer

before doing business. Barriers to cross-

protection in the European Union. The

border consumer demand for products or

realisation that information is a crucial

services need to be eliminated. Consumers’

factor in consumer policy is also playing

basic economic freedoms, their freedom

an increasingly important role in the

to choose and freedom to decide, must

European Commission’s consumer policy

be protected. The growing importance of

programmes and action plans. The aim is to

consumer protection at European level is

enable consumers to base their decisions on

reflected in the “EU Consumer Policy Strategy

meaningful information.

2007-2013”, which defines the following three
main objectives:

Since 1975, the European Commission
has pursued a strategy of its own in consumer

−− to empower consumers through accurate

policy. It assigns a special role to EU consumer

information, market transparency and

policy in achieving the following two

the confidence that comes from effective

objectives:

protection
−− to enhance consumers’ welfare in terms

−− modernising the European economy

of price, choice, quality and safety –

−− ensuring a higher standard of living for

consumer welfare is at the heart of wellfunctioning markets

European Union citizens
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−− to protect consumers effectively from
serious risks and threats
The current strategy reflects a high
degree of continuity with previous EU
consumer policy goals. To further enhance
its effectiveness, it will interact even more
closely with other EU policies in future.
Closer cooperation with the EU member
states will also be pursued to reflect the
growing interdependence between EU and
national consumer policies. To attain the
The European Commission’s aim in its

above objectives, EU consumer policy will
focus on the following:

consumer policy strategy is to demonstrate
to all EU citizens by 2013 that they can

−− better monitoring of consumer markets

shop from anywhere in the EU in the
knowledge that they enjoy the same level

and national consumer policies
−− better consumer protection regulation

of legal protection and, at the same time,

−− better enforcement and redress

to make clear to retailers that they can sell

−− better informed and educated consumers

anywhere in the EU if they follow a single,

−− putting consumers at the heart of other

simple set of rules. This aim is reflected in,

EU policies and regulation

among other things, the 2010 Action Plan
presented by the Commission and its 2010
communication on “Regulating Financial
Services for Sustainable Growth”.
1.3 Consumer protection and
financial services
For the European Commission, an important
lesson from the financial crisis is that
consumer and investor confidence in the
financial markets needs to be restored by
taking tough action against those who misuse
the system. The ambitious financial reform
programme outlined by the Commission
in its 2010 communication on “Regulating
Financial Services for Sustainable Growth” is
based on four main principles:
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Evidence shows that consumers
−−

enhanced transparency

benefit most when information

−−

more effective supervision

is concise, comprehensible and

−−

enhanced resilience and financial

comparable. I want to ensure that

stability

consumers receive appropriate

strengthened responsibility and

information – and understand it.

−−

consumer protection
John Dalli, EU Commissioner for Health and Consumer Policy, before the
European Parliament‘s Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee,
28 April 2010.

For the area of consumer protection,
this means that the legal framework must
provide the right incentives to restrict overly

a still-to-be-developed optional European

speculative and risky behaviour and ensure

contract law guaranteeing a high level of

that the financial services sector serves

consumer protection. This law could then

the interests of both citizens and the real

be adopted by contracting parties as an

economy.

alternative to national law. The Association
of

German

Banks

believes

that

the

Another of the European Commission’s

Commission’s approach could be a major step

avowed aims is to create a “coherent”

towards improving the civil-law framework

European contract law. In its 2010 “Green

for cross-border transactions. It should

Paper on policy options for progress towards

be easier for contracting parties to jointly

a European Contract Law for consumers and

agree to base their contract on a European

businesses”, the Commission points out once

contract law instead of one party accepting

again that various factors are hampering

a legal regime with which it is unfamiliar.

completion of the single European market,

Even though many questions are still open,

which, as a result, cannot unfold its full

if a European contract law were to stand the

potential. One of the barriers hindering the

test in practice, if it were in particular to find

smooth functioning of the single European

widespread acceptance, the establishment

market is, in the Commission’s eyes, the

of a uniform European framework in the

differences between national contract laws.

form of a European contract law or even a

These differences are to be found not only

European civil code may well be feasible. This

in areas where there is no EU regulation

is likely to be a long-term project, however.

(e.g. general contract law), but also in areas
that have been partly aligned at EU level

In response to the financial crisis,

through minimum harmonisation – take,

the European Commission is exploring,

for example, consumer protection. Such

among other things, measures to improve

minimum harmonisation allows room for

“responsible

different national approaches in consumer

The aim behind this is to keep the risk of

protection law. The Commission assigns a

consumer indebtedness to a minimum. The

vital role in overcoming these obstacles to

Association of German Banks welcomes
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it that, after previously focusing solely on

collective enforcement, is well equipped in

lenders, the Commission now expressly

this area. Among other things, this system

includes the consumer’s obligation to borrow

enables consumer associations to bundle

responsibly in its proposals. Ultimately

consumers’ payment claims assigned to

shifting the consumer’s responsibility for

them for collective enforcement in their

borrowing to banks would be at odds with

own name. Under the “Kapitalanleger-

both the principle of personal responsibility

Musterverfahrengesetz” (German Financial

and market practice. A binding assessment

Investor Model Proceedings Act), investors

of a product’s suitability for the customer –

can have identical claims for, among other

as under the rules on investment advice – in

things, compensation of damages due to

the field of lending would also be neither

false, misleading or omitted capital market

appropriate nor fair: consumers interested in

information judged collectively in model

taking out a loan rightly need to be informed

proceedings whose outcome is then widely

properly about the product. However, banks

applicable. If the need for action in this area

cannot ultimately relieve consumers of the

is affirmed, it should at least be ensured that

task of deciding whether to sign a loan

any new collective legal redress mechanisms

agreement and, if so, what sort of loan

cannot be misused.

agreement this should be. Whether taking
out a loan makes sense, the suitability of the

In its Consumer Markets Scoreboard,

type of loan chosen and the risk attached to

the European Commission regularly reports

the loan are all things that only consumers

on the progress made on product choice,

themselves can assess. Anything else would

price competition and customer satisfaction

be tantamount to nannying and would

in the single European market. The fact-

also be at odds with the guiding notion of

based approach pursued in this respect by

a “responsible consumer” under European

the Commission to identify policy fields

and German law.

where action is required is in principle to be
welcomed. A comparison of different markets

The introduction of collective redress

(e.g. for current accounts and internet

mechanisms at European level, referred to

access) as the centrepiece of the Consumer

as “better enforcement”, has been under

Markets Scoreboard can, however, only

consideration for some time now. For the

allow sensible conclusions if the respective

German private commercial banks, there

national environment is taken into account as

can be no question that consumers as well

well. In addition, the Commission is anxious

as businesses should be able to enforce

to ensure that all EU citizens have access to a

legitimate claims in both domestic and cross-

bank account. According to a study conducted

border disputes. The effective enforcement

on its behalf, around 30 million adults in

of rights is primarily the responsibility of

the EU do not. This involves a number of

the EU member states, however. Germany,

disadvantages for them, such as less choice

with a graduated, balanced system of

of goods and services, higher prices through
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Artificial barriers on the road to a
single European financial market
The crucial areas of the financial market

Credit Directive) that was to be transposed

lack uniform and reliable rules for

into national law by the EU member

cross-border business. For example, the

states by the end of June 2010 sought to

differences in EU member states’ civil

harmonise the law on consumer credit

law regimes and the accompanying lack

across the EU and to strengthen the

of legal certainty hinder, in particular,

cross-border provision of consumer loans

the cross-border provision of banking

in the Single Market. The declared aim

and financial services. The minimum

of a “well-functioning internal market in

harmonisation approach pursued to date

consumer credit” and a “more transparent

– particularly in the case of consumer and

and efficient credit market” within the EU

investor protection directives – has not

without internal frontiers has, however,

been a success; the national transposition

only been partly achieved.

measures vary too widely to allow
consumers and providers in the single

This is because very little in the way of

European market to benefit.

genuine full harmonisation has taken
place. In addition, the Consumer Credit

Directives in the area of consumer and

Directive continued to allow the EU

investor protection often provide for

member states considerable latitude

exceptions that give the EU member states

in various regulatory areas when

the option of introducing or upholding

transposing its provisions into national

divergent regulations at national level “for

law. As a result, the cross-border provision

the sake of the public good”. This option is

of consumer loans will remain subject to

frequently misused as a tool to protect the

divergent legal regimes in the individual

home market.

EU member states.

For instance, the directive governing
consumer loan agreements (Consumer
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having to conduct transactions in cash,

for instance, the GBIC “Current Account for

trickier wage or salary payments or even

Everyone” recommendation in Germany

trouble getting a job in the first place. The

(see in this connection page 56) – there is

banking industry supports the Commission’s

no need for action by European lawmakers.

target of giving every citizen access to a

In this area, too, the rule should be that any

basic account. However, particularly in view

deficits or failings in some EU member states

of the national solutions already successfully

do not justify a need for action at European

adopted in practice in some EU member

level. Instead, it is up to member states to

states to ensure access to an account – take,

remedy the situation themselves.
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2

The European home market:
integration of European
retail markets

citizens conducted banking transactions
across borders, a market of around 50 million
customers would result. Far more significant

Both for consumers and banks, national

are the “artificial barriers” that remain in

borders still constitute barriers. “Natural”

place, i.e. the differences between national

barriers to a single European financial market

legal regimes – particularly in the area of

are, firstly, differences in language and

consumer and investor protection – which

mentality. These are of minor importance,

continue to hinder cross-border banking and

however, because even if only 10% of EU

financial services.
For the private commercial banks,
there is no question that an integrated
European retail banking market would bring
benefits for both consumers and providers.
Consumers would receive a greater choice
of products at lower prices. In addition,
market integration would enable banks to
achieve economies of scale if they could
offer their products not only on their home
market but also across the entire single
European market. These economies of scale
would allow them to offer their services
more cheaply. The break-even point for
innovations would be lowered.
Against this backdrop, the private
commercial banks in Germany support the
European Commission’s initiative of driving
forward the further integration of the
European retail banking market. In particular,
the legal barriers to the smooth functioning
of the single European market identified in
the area of consumer and investor protection
need to be removed appropriately – a task
that will take time. The following section
outlines the requirements that a forwardlooking consumer policy, i.e. a policy geared
to further integration of the retail banking
market, should satisfy.
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VI Requirements for a forward-looking
consumer policy
1

Guiding notion of the
responsible consumer

Due to the complexity of this field of
study, however, it is not enough to merely
include economic topics in the teaching of

A recognised part of consumer policy is

other subjects. The Association of German

consumer education. Its aim is responsible

Banks has thus long been calling for

consumers who can optimally key their

economics to be made a separate school

decisions to their economic

interests. To

subject, because a basic economic education

achieve this, consumers must be given the

is today an indispensable part of a general

requisite skills and knowledge. Children and

education. Particularly as globalisation

young people in particular are an important

progresses,

target group in this connection.

importance for young people both as a

it

takes

on

ever

greater

pre-vocational qualification and as a means
Through their Schul|Bank programme,

of understanding economic matters, also

the private commercial banks and the

and precisely because they are consumers.

Association of German Banks therefore aim

Young people who are introduced expertly

to get young people interested in economic

to

matters. They are particularly keen to

as a separate school subject thus get a

encourage and intensify the teaching of

considerable head start in the process.

economic

life

through

economics

economics in schools.
How important the issue has now
become is demonstrated by figures from
a survey conducted by the Association of
German Banks in August 2010. According
Consumer protection is by no means nannying and thus

to the survey, 82% of Germans think that

relieves no one of responsibility. Responsible consumers

economic topics should play a much

have the freedom to make decisions as they wish. This

greater role in school curricula. More than

freedom includes their having to bear the risks and

73% believe that economics should be

consequences of their decisions. So a comprehensive

introduced as a separate school subject.

consumer policy goes beyond the idea of simply protecting

The Association of German Banks sees

consumers. It is not, ultimately, about prescribing a certain

these results as confirmation that it should

lifestyle, but about supporting and strengthening consumer

continue to press for more teaching of

competence. Consumer policy is therefore a dynamically

economics in schools. However, action by

evolving field.

policymakers is particularly called for in this
area: they must create the conditions for

Ilse Aigner, Federal Minister for Food, Agriculture and Consumer Protection;
excerpt from a speech on consumer protection in the financial sector
on 29 April 2010.

allowing more room for economic topics in
school curricula.
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There can be no blanket protection for

The repeated attempt to shift the

consumers.

funding of debtor counselling to the
Michael Sell, Chief Executive Director for Cross-Sectoral Issues/Internal
Administration at the Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin), in his
second argument on the reorganisation of consumer protection in financial
services, F.A.Z. supplement of 10 November 2010.

banking industry also goes in the wrong
direction. There is no denying that debtors
occasionally

overestimate

their

ability

to make payments or, due to personal
misfortune such as illness, unemployment
Government regulation in the area

and divorce, experience financial difficulties

of consumer protection cannot be an end

and distress. But it would be wrong both

in itself. It must also serve to promote the

objectively and economically to transfer

development of the financial markets and

responsibility for such predicaments to

to protect markets and market participants

banks. A bank account merely reflects the

against risk.

customer’s financial situation; the causes of
indebtedness can be proven empirically to

Consumer policy can only be successful

lie primarily in the customer’s own personal

if consumers, business and government

circumstances and not in the relationship

make use of the existing tools – consumer

with the account-holding bank.

education,

consumer

information

and

consumer protection – to increase consumer
prosperity without restricting the freedom of
other market participants. It is a question of
preventing government over-regulation and
preserving the consumer’s independence.
The centrepiece of the private commercial

There is cause for concern regarding the

banks’ comprehensive consumer policy scheme

Commission’s opinion that consumers are

is therefore the provision of information to

“disoriented” and often do not act according to their

customers – customers should receive from

“true” interests and therefore must be shown – of

their bank all the information they need to

course by the EU – the way to happiness; the result

make financial decisions.

of that would be bureaucratic paternalism. The EU
should return to the concept of the “responsible

Consumers do not want to be nannied,

consumer”: neutral product information, yes;

but to conduct their business on their own

evaluative statements serving to manipulate certain

responsibility. They do not need excessive

consumer behaviour, no.

consumer protection legislation that relieves
Roman Herzog, Frits Bolkestein and Lüder Gerken, “Die EU schadet der
Europa-Idee”, (“The EU harming the idea of Europe”), F.A.Z., 15 January 2010.

them of the economic consequences of their
independent decisions.
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−−

Consumer protection and banking supervision

The state is undisputedly a major player

It cannot be the job of supervisors

in the area of consumer protection. The

to go further than this and to, for

financial crisis in particular showed that

example, resolve contractual disputes

the functioning, stability and integrity

between financial service providers

of the German financial market

and consumers. Instead, their task is

can only be safeguarded by strong

to protect one of the most valuable

supervisors who are able to act quickly.

economic assets – a functioning banking
and insurance sector. In addition, the

During the financial crisis, however,

German legal system of countering

there were loud calls for extending the

breaches of consumer and investor

powers and tasks of banking supervisors

protection rules through legal protection

to consumer protection. It is often

before civil courts has proved successful.

overlooked in this context that supervisors

Competitors, bank customers and

already adequately protect the interests

consumer associations are better able

of consumers and investors today

than a single authority to deal with

when carrying out market and solvency

breaches of civil law.

supervision. They have, for example,
the right to issue administrative acts to

The system of consumer protection

“remove shortcomings” if banks fail to

under civil law is rounded off by the

implement highest-civil-court rulings in

banking community’s out-of-court

practice.

dispute resolution schemes – take, for
example, the Ombudsman Scheme

Where a breach of supervisory rules is

operated by the private commercial

involved, supervisors warn the bank or

banks. These give consumers access to

financial institution involved and instruct

quick, unbureaucratic and free-of-charge

it to take action to prevent breaches

resolution of disputes by an independent

in future, e.g. in implementing the

and impartial third party, the

requirement to provide a written record

Ombudsman, and are thus a voluntary

of investment advice to retail clients that

contribution by the private commercial

has been in force since the beginning

banks to an active, customer-oriented

of the year. Supervisors perform these

consumer policy.

tasks in accordance with their statutory
mandate in the public interest and not in
the interest of individual persons.
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2

Uniform basic principles

example, different customer information
requirements or cancellation rules in 27 EU

Amid an ever more closely knit single

member states.

European market with more and more
cross-border banking and financial service

Future European regulation in the area

transactions occurring, it is important, in

of consumer and investor protection must

the interest of both consumers and banks,

be based on uniform guiding principles in

to eliminate the existing “artificial” barriers

order to permanently resolve the problem

to cross-border business and to find uniform

of divergent EU rules.

solutions that are applicable throughout the
EU. In keeping with Ludwig Erhard’s ideas, it

Quality, not quantity

should be consumers – and not policymakers

The provider should make available all

– who decide whether financial products are

the necessary information to allow the

purchased at home or in another EU member

consumer to make a proper decision

state.

about the product or service. The priority
must be the quality of the information,

The goal of a European retail banking

not the quantity. “Information overkill”

market should be to offer new options to

usually means that content is no longer

customers and not to harmonise products

digested. Standardisation, e.g. of the

or limit product variety. Instead, providers

annual percentage rate of interest, is only

of banking and financial services should

appropriate where it makes reaching a

be given the opportunity to offer the

decision demonstrably easier. Customer

same product in different EU member

information should in general feature the

states without having to comply with, for

following elements:

The EU also needs to take action in the area of consumer protection. There are currently 27 different
legal systems for consumer protection. This inhibits company willingness to supply consumers in other
states and the consumers’ readiness to shop abroad, since they do not know which rights they have there.
Full harmonisation of consumer rights would help remedy this situation; it would establish standardised
conditions and thus lead to legal security. With minimum harmonisation, however, allowing for upward
toleration of national deviations, not much would be gained. Naturally, full harmonisation must not lead
to an overprotection of consumers, for this would not shift the burden from consumers to suppliers. High
consumer protection leads inevitably to higher consumer prices, which would mean that the poorer parts
of the population especially would consume less.

Roman Herzog, Frits Bolkestein and Lüder Gerken: “Die EU schadet der Europa-Idee” (“The EU harming the idea of Europe”),
F.A.Z., 15 January 2010.
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−− offer of additional information or advice

−− description of the product and the services
offered

as needed

−− explanation of the product’s purpose

Cooling-off period
Consumers should be given time to reflect on

−− description of the financial obligations

their decision prior to concluding a contract or

arising from the contract, both current

they should be granted a corresponding right

and potential (e.g. interest, commissions

to cancel. However, a right to cancel should

and other fees)

not mean that the bank is required to bear
the risk of price fluctuations on the financial

−− description of any risks associated with a

markets.

product
No harmonisation of products
−− description

of

the

content

of

the

Legislators should ensure flexibility in the

accompanying legal obligations

design of financial products. Restrictions on
product specifications should generally only

−− list of any costs that arise, particularly in

be considered as a last resort. Appropriate

the event that a contract is terminated

information combined with the opportunity for

early

reflection is usually an adequate “safety net”
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Better regulation approach
for consumers, without the need to restrict the
choice of products.

The private commercial banks
“Customised” advice on request, but without

believe that all present and future

obligation

regulatory proposals should be

Consumers should receive, on request, advice

guided by the following principles

tailored to their personal needs. Consumers

so as to ensure in particular

themselves – because only they can judge this

high-quality and, above all,

properly – must ensure that all the necessary

consistent consumer policy in

information is available to them before they

future. All national and European

assume any financial obligations. Any publicly

institutions should be required to

debated general obligation for banks to provide

follow this approach.

advice would unfairly shift responsibility for
−

customers’ decisions to banks.

All regulatory measures
must be clear, necessary and
reasonable.

Simple customer complaints system
Legislators should see that customers are
−

provided with a simple and efficient means

New regulations should only
be introduced once a full

of settling any dispute with a bank.

analysis of their impact has
The European Commission’s declared

been performed and after

aim of improving the “quality and coherence”

extensive consultation has

of the consumer policy acquis in the EU

taken place with the financial

must be welcomed. The “better regulation”

services sector and consumer

approach, i.e. lean, unbureaucratic and

organisations.

efficient legislation, can help to ensure
−

better competitive conditions and economic

All individual measures
should be monitored

dynamism in this area as well.

continuously to determine
their actual effect.

Not only European, but also national
legislators have a role to play in the continued
−

integration of the financial services markets.

For the benefit of all

For example, when transposing EU rules into

market participants, the

national law, they should resist the temptation

various measures should be

to make them “tougher” or “better” – otherwise

interpreted and enforced

the goal of a European level playing field is in

consistently by legislators.

danger. What is needed instead is consolidation
of the sometimes contradictory consumer
protection provisions throughout the EU.
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Summary
standards for product information. With their

“Only happy customers are loyal customers.”

comprehensive consumer policy scheme,

This is the guiding principle to which the

the private commercial banks are thus also

private commercial banks subscribe in their

responding to the political call for “preventive”

comprehensive consumer policy scheme. It

or “integrated” consumer protection in the

is an approach they have refined further in

field of financial services.

response to the financial crisis in order to
Consumers and banks alike rely on

regain customer trust lost during the crisis

an appropriate, uniform EU-wide legal

and remove identified shortcomings.

framework – only once it is in place can a
The key components of the scheme are,

single European financial market unfold its

and remain, consumer education, consumer

full potential. Attempts to wall off national

information, transparency in contracts and

markets should therefore be firmly opposed.

the offer of out-of-court dispute resolution.

At the same time, both national and European

To further build trust, the scheme has been

legislators should take into account the

supplemented in particular by investor

experience and needs of market participants

protection

as far as possible and use their expertise in

guidelines

which

set

new
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shaping the customer-bank relationship.
“Blanket protection” for consumers is at
odds with the rightly recognised notion of
the responsible consumer and with dynamic,
growth-oriented market development.
Transparency, fairness and reliability
are the benchmark by which the private
commercial banks wish to be judged.
Strengthening

customer

trust

also

in

troubled times will be a particularly
important task for the banks in the years
ahead.
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VII Annex
Rules of procedure for the
settlement of customer complaints in the German private
commercial banking sector*

Consumer Associations (Verbraucherzentrale
Bundesverband

[vzbv]) the name and

professional curriculum vitae of the person
proposed for the office of Ombudsman.
If, within a period of two months, the vzbv

The

Association

of

German

Banks

does not present any facts in writing which

(Bundesverband deutscher Banken, referred

call into question the qualifications or

to in the following as “the Association”) has

impartiality of the person proposed for the

established for its member banks a conciliation

office of Ombudsman, or if any objections

scheme to settle disputes between banks and

raised in this respect have been dealt with,

customers. A list of the banks participating in

the Ombudsman may be appointed pursuant

the scheme is available from the Association.

to Section 1 (1), sentence 2.

1.

(3)

Appointment of the Ombudsman1)

Qualifications and impartiality

The Ombudsman must be qualified to
(1)

Appointment by the Board

hold judicial office. He must not have been

The conciliation proceedings shall be conducted

employed by either the Association or a bank

by an Ombudsman. The Ombudsman shall be

during the last three years prior to taking

appointed by the Board of the Association on

up office. In his capacity as conciliator, the

the recommendation of the management for

Ombudsman is independent and not bound

a term of three years. He may be reappointed.

by instructions.

The Ombudsman may only be removed before
expiry of his term of office if there are facts

(4)

which indicate that he will no longer be

Two or more persons shall be appointed

able to exercise his office independently, if

Ombudsmen. The Board of the Association

he is prevented not only temporarily from

shall establish the division of jurisdiction,

exercising his office, or for similar good cause.

including deputisation arrangements, in

Appointment of more than one person

agreement with these persons at least before
(2)

Participation of the consumer

each business year. The division of jurisdiction

associations

may only be altered during the business year

Before appointing the Ombudsman, the

for good cause.

Association shall submit to the German
Federation

*

of

Consumer

Offices

and

Translation of the original German text, which is binding in all respects.

1) Irrespective of whether the Association appoints ombudsmen or ombudswomen, the term “Ombudsman”
is used throughout the present Rules of Procedure for simplicity’s sake.
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(5)

Bias

litigation is seen as having no chance of

An Ombudsman may not settle disputes if

success

he himself was involved in handling these at

b)

the matter is already being dealt with

some point in the past. These shall be settled

or has already been dealt with under

by his deputy.

proceedings conducted by a conciliation
body pursuant to Section 14 of the

2.

Admissibility of the proceedings

German Prohibitory Injunctions Act
(Unterlassungsklagengesetz)

(1)

Complainant
c)

complaints

when application is made to the
Ombudsman
was

b)

by

another dispute settlement board

The Ombudsman may be called upon to settle

a)

or

already

the

customer’s

barred

under

claim
the

if the complainant is a consumer; the

Statute of Limitations and the bank

present procedure shall thus not be

pleads

applicable where the matter in dispute

The Ombudsman shall not conduct

is seen as appertaining to the commercial

conciliation proceedings where such

or independent professional activity of

proceedings would hinder the settlement

the complainant

of a general legal issue

the

Statute

of

Limitations.

without restriction to consumers if the
complaint falls within the scope of the

3.

Preliminary examination procedure

(1)

Customer Complaints Office at the

statutory provisions on payment services
(Sections 675c–676c of the German Civil
Code[Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch])

Association
A Customer Complaints Office shall be

(2)

Cases excluded from the Ombudsman

established at the Association. Complaints

Scheme

should be addressed to this office together

Ombudsman proceedings shall not take place

with a brief account of the facts of the case and

if

the necessary documentation. The customer

a)

an action in connection with the subject

must confirm that he has not yet referred the

of the complaint is already pending

dispute to a court of law, conciliation body

before a court of law, has been brought

or dispute settlement board and has not yet

before a court of law in the past or is

reached any out-of-court settlement with

brought before a court of law by the

the bank. The Customer Complaints Office

complainant during the Ombudsman

shall acknowledge receipt of the complaint

proceedings. The same shall apply if the

and send the customer details of the further

dispute has been resolved by way of an

procedure.

out-of-court settlement or an application
for assistance with litigation costs has
been rejected because the intended
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(2) Formal preliminary examination
The

Customer

Complaints

Office

conciliation body exists, the complaint
shall

shall be returned to the complainant.

ascertain whether the bank is affiliated to the

4.

Conciliation procedure

complainant to provide further details. Should

(1)

Verification of admissibility

it not be possible to determine the subject of

If the Customer Complaints Office finds on

the complaint from the customer’s account

the strength of the documentation furnished

thereof and the attached documentation,

by the complainant that the complaint is

including the comments of the bank involved,

inadmissible under Section 2 of the present

the proceedings cannot be conducted. The

Rules of Procedure, it shall refer the complaint

Customer Complaints Office shall inform the

to the Ombudsman for a decision as to its

customer thereof. The proceedings shall thus

admissibility.

be terminated, unless the customer rectifies

Office shall proceed likewise if, during the

the situation within a period of one month.

further processing of a complaint, grounds

The customer shall be free to submit a new

for its inadmissibility are established. If the

complaint, providing additional and more

Ombudsman concurs with the Customer

specific information.

Complaints Office in its o
 pinion, he shall reject

Ombudsman Scheme. It shall then examine the
documentation and, if required, request the

The

Customer

Complaints

the complaint as inadmissible, giving notice
(3)

Non-jurisdiction

to this effect. If, on the other hand, he finds it

If the Customer Complaints Office finds that

to be admissible, the complaint proceedings

the bank is not affiliated to the Ombudsman

shall be continued.

Scheme, it shall refer the complaint to the
appropriate conciliation body and notify

(2)

the complainant thereof. If the complainee

Complaints which are admissible on the

is not affiliated to the Ombudsman Scheme

strength of the documentation provided by the

and does not have a branch in Germany, but

customer shall be forwarded by the Customer

operates one in another European Economic

Complaints Office to the management of

Area (EEA)

2)

Forwarding of complaints to the bank

member country, the Customer

the bank concerned by the complaint or to

Complaints Office shall inform the complainant

a person or office named beforehand by

about any dispute resolution arrangements

the management who/which accepts such

in

complainant’s

complaints for in-house settlement. The

request, it shall refer the complaint to the

bank shall be required to comment on the

competent conciliation body. If no competent

customer’s account of the matter within

place

there.

At

the

2) Current EEA member countries are: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
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a period of one month after receipt of

shall reject it, giving notice to this effect.

the complaint. If necessary, the Customer

Otherwise he shall render a decision on the

Complaints Office shall extend this period by

basis of the statutory provisions in force,

a further month. The bank’s comments shall

with due regard to principles of fairness

be passed on to the complainant. Unless

and justice. If a consumer complains that a

the bank provides redress in respect to the

bank has refused to open a current account

complaint, the customer shall be advised

for him, even on a credit-only basis, the

that he may respond to the bank’s comments

Ombudsman shall check whether the bank

within a period of one month after receipt

has complied with the recommendation

of these.

made by the joint committee of the central
associations of the German Banking Industry

(3)

Referral of complaints to the

Committee (GBIC) in this connection. The

Ombudsman

Ombudsman’s decision shall be rendered

Unless the bank provides redress in respect

in writing and shall include a brief

to the customer’s complaint, or settles it in

explanation of the reasons for the decision

some other manner, the Customer Complaints

in plain language. The Ombudsman shall

Office shall refer the matter to the relevant

communicate his decisions directly to the

Ombudsman on expiry of the deadlines

parties concerned without undue delay.

referred to in paragraph 2 above.
(5)
(4)

Ombudsman proceedings

Binding effect of the Ombudsman’s
decision

The Ombudsman may, where he deems it

a)

The

Ombudsman’s

decision

shall

necessary in order to clarify the facts of the

be binding on the bank where the

matter and the status of the dispute, request

amount involved in the dispute does

the parties concerned to provide additional

not exceed the maximum amount

comments or he may obtain information from

(currently €5,000) laid down in each

the parties, the German Federal Financial

case under the German Judicature Act

Supervisory

Authority


(Bundesanstalt

(Gerichtsverfassungsgesetz) for actions

the

relating to pecuniary claims before local

Deutsche Bundesbank or a conciliation

first-instance courts (Amtsgerichte). In

body within the EEA responsible for out-of-

this case, the bank shall have no recourse

court settlement of similar disputes; he may

to a court of law. The complainant,

also hear the parties concerned. He shall

on the other hand, shall be free to go

not conduct a formal taking of evidence

before a court of law. If he wishes to go

unless such evidence can be furnished

before a court of law and if he requires

through the presentation of documents. If

written confirmation of failure to reach

the Ombudsman finds that the complaint

an agreement before an out-of-court

is inadmissible or can only be settled after

conciliation body, this shall be furnished

taking further evidence in the matter, he

to him on request.

für

Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht),
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b)

Ombudsman decisions in complaint

furnished to him, if requested in writing,

proceedings involving a higher amount

on expiry of a period of three months after

shall not be binding on either party. Such

receipt of the complaint by the Customer

decisions may be accepted by written

Complaints Office of the Association. This

notice to the Customer Complaints

confirmation shall terminate the proceedings.

Office of the Association within a period

5.

of six weeks after their receipt. The

Cooperation with foreign conciliation
bodies

parties shall be advised thereof and of
the fact that they are not obliged to
accept the decision and that, should

The Ombudsman shall, on request, provide

they not accept it, they are entitled to

conciliation bodies within the EEA responsible for

go before a court of law. After expiry of

out-of-court settlement of similar disputes with

this deadline, the Customer Complaints

information about the law in force in Germany

Office at the Association shall inform

for the proceedings conducted by these.

the parties of the decision, naming the
parties concerned and the subject of the

6.

Miscellaneous

(1)

Suspension of the statutory limitation

proceedings. The proceedings shall thus
be terminated.
c)

period

Ombudsman decisions in connection
with complaints by consumers that

The statutory limitation period for the

a bank has refused to open a current

complainant’s claims shall be suspended for

account for them, even on a credit-only

the duration of the conciliation proceedings

basis, shall be confined to ascertaining

(preliminary examination procedure and

whether the bank has complied with

settlement by the Ombudsman).

the “Current Account for Everyone”
recommendation issued by the joint

(2)

Cost of the proceedings

committee of the central associations

The cost of the preliminary examination

of the German Banking Industry

procedure (Section 3) and settlement by the

Committee (GBIC).

Ombudsman (Section 4) shall be borne by the
Association. If the bank has agreed a foreign

(6)

Confirmation of failure to reach an

contract language with the customer, and/or if

out-of-court settlement furnished on

foreign law is applicable, it shall reimburse to

request

the Association the expenses incurred by the

If the customer wishes to take legal action

Association in obtaining translations and legal

before the Ombudsman proceedings have

opinions on the foreign jurisdiction. Before

been terminated, and if, in order to do

arranging to obtain a translation or a legal

so, he requires written confirmation of

opinion, the Customer Complaints Office shall

failure to reach an agreement before an

give the bank the opportunity to comment.

out-of-court conciliation body, this will be
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(3)

Representation

The parties shall be free to appoint
representatives to act on their behalf during
the proceedings. Each party shall bear its
own costs and those of its representative.
In the event of a decision in favour of the
complainant, the bank shall bear the costs
incurred by the complainant in attending an
Ombudsman hearing.
(4)

Duty of confidentiality

The Ombudsman and the staff of the Customer
Complaints Office shall be required to treat as
confidential all facts and judgements relating
to the parties concerned of which they gain
knowledge in the course of conciliation
proceedings.

(5)

Ombudsman’s Report

The Association shall publish a report on
the operation of the Ombudsman Scheme
(Ombudsman’s Report) annually.
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General Business Conditions
The present translation is furnished for the customer’s convenience only. The original German text of the General
Business Conditions is binding in all respects. In the event of any divergence between the English and the German
texts, constructions, meanings, or interpretations, the German text, construction, meaning or interpretation shall
govern exclusively.

Basic Rules Governing the Relationship
Between the Customer and the Bank

3. Liability of the Bank; contributory negligence of the
customer

1. Scope of application and amendments of these
Business Conditions and the Special Conditions
for particular business relations

(1) Principles of liability

In performing its obligations, the Bank shall be liable for any negligence on the part of its staff and of those persons whom it may call
in for the performance of its obligations. If the Special Conditions for
particular business relations or other agreements contain provisions
inconsistent herewith, such provisions shall prevail. In the event that
the customer has contributed to the occurrence of the loss by any own
fault (e.g. by violating the duties to cooperate as mentioned in No. 11 of
these Business Conditions), the principles of contributory negligence
shall determine the extent to which the Bank and the customer shall
have to bear the loss.

(1) Scope of application

The General Business Conditions govern the entire business relationship between the customer and the bank’s domestic offices (hereinafter referred to as the “Bank”). In addition, particular business relations
(securities transactions, payment services and savings accounts, for
example) are governed by Special Conditions, which contain deviations from, or complements to, these General Business Conditions;
they are agreed with the customer when the account is opened or an
order is given. If the customer also maintains business relations with
foreign offices, the Bank’s lien (No. 14 of these Business Conditions)
also secures the claims of such foreign offices.

(2) Orders passed on to third parties

If the contents of an order are such that the Bank typically entrusts a
third party with its further execution, the Bank performs the order by
passing it on to the third party in its own name (order passed on to
a third party). This applies, for example, to obtaining information on
banking affairs from other credit institutions or to the custody and administration of securities in other countries. In such cases, the liability
of the Bank shall be limited to the careful selection and instruction of
the third party.

(2) Amendments

Any amendments of these Business Conditions and the Special Conditions shall be offered to the customer in text form no later than two
months before their proposed date of entry into force. If the customer
has agreed an electronic communication channel (e.g. online banking)
with the Bank within the framework of the business relationship, the
amendments may also be offered through this channel. The amendments shall be deemed to have been approved by the customer, unless the customer has indicated disapproval before their proposed
date of entry into force. The Bank shall expressly draw the customer’s
attention to this consequent approval in its offer.
If the customer is offered amendments of conditions governing payment services (e.g. conditions for credit transfers), the customer may
also terminate the payment services framework contract free of charge
with immediate effect before the proposed date of entry into force of
the amendments. The Bank shall expressly draw the customer’s attention to this right of termination in its offer.

(3) Disturbance of business

The Bank shall not be liable for any losses caused by force majeure,
riot, war or natural events or due to other occurrences for which the
Bank is not responsible (e.g. strike, lock-out, traffic hold-ups, administrative acts of domestic or foreign high authorities).

4. Set-off limitations on the part of the customer

The customer may only set off claims against those of the Bank if the
customer’s claims are undisputed or have been confirmed by a final
court decision.

2. Banking secrecy and disclosure of banking affairs

5. Right of disposal upon the death of the customer

Upon the death of the customer, the Bank may, in order to clarify the
right of disposal, demand the production of a certificate of inheritance,
a certificate of executorship or further documents required for such
purpose; any documents in a foreign language must, if the Bank so
requests, be submitted in a German translation. The Bank may waive
the production of a certificate of inheritance or a certificate of executorship if an official or certified copy of the testamentary disposition
(last will or contract of inheritance) together with the relevant record of
probate proceedings is presented. The Bank may consider any person
designated therein as heir or executor as the entitled person, allow this
person to dispose of any assets and, in particular, make payment or
delivery to this person, thereby discharging its obligations. This shall
not apply if the Bank is aware that the person designated therein is
not entitled to dispose (e.g. following challenge or invalidity of the will)
or if this has not come to the knowledge of the Bank due to its own
negligence

(1) Banking secrecy

The Bank has the duty to maintain secrecy about any customer-related
facts and evaluations of which it may have knowledge (banking secrecy). The Bank may only disclose information concerning the customer
if it is legally required to do so or if the customer has consented thereto
or if the Bank is authorized to disclose banking affairs.

(2) Disclosure of banking affairs

Any disclosure of details of banking affairs comprises statements and
comments of a general nature concerning the economic status, the
creditworthiness and solvency of the customer; no information shall be
disclosed as to amounts of balances of accounts, of savings deposits, of securities deposits or of other assets entrusted to the Bank or
as to amounts drawn under a credit facility.
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(3) Prerequisites for the disclosure of banking affairs

The Bank shall be entitled to disclose banking affairs concerning legal
entities and on businesspersons registered in the Commercial Register, provided that the inquiry relates to their business activities. The
Bank shall not, however, disclose any information if it has received
instructions to the contrary from the customer. Details of banking affairs concerning other persons, in particular private customers and associations, shall be disclosed by the Bank only if such persons have
expressly agreed thereto, either generally or in an individual case. Details of banking affairs shall be disclosed only if the requesting party
has substantiated its justified interest in the information requested and
there is no reason to assume that the disclosure of such information
would be contrary to the customer’s legitimate concerns.

6. Applicable law and place of jurisdiction for customers
who are businesspersons or public-law entities
(1) Applicability of German law

German law shall apply to the business relationship between the customer and the Bank.

(2) Place of jurisdiction for domestic customers

If the customer is a businessperson and if the business relation in dispute is attributable to the conducting of such businessperson’s trade,
the Bank may sue such customer before the court having jurisdiction
for the bank office keeping the account or before any other competent
court; the same applies to legal entities under public law and separate
funds under public law. The Bank itself may be sued by such customers only before the court having jurisdiction for the bank office keeping the account.

(4) Recipients of disclosed banking affairs

The Bank shall disclose details of banking affairs only to its own customers as well as to other credit institutions for their own purposes or
those of their customers.
1

10. Foreign currency transactions and risks inherent in
foreign currency accounts

(3) Place of jurisdiction for foreign customers

The agreement upon the place of jurisdiction shall also apply to customers who conduct a comparable trade or business abroad and to
foreign institutions which are comparable with domestic legal entities
under public law or a domestic separate fund under public law.

(1) Execution of orders relating to foreign currency
accounts

Foreign currency accounts of the customer serve to effect the cashless
settlement of payments to and disposals by the customer in foreign
currency. Disposals of credit balances on foreign currency accounts
(e.g. by means of credit transfers to the debit of the foreign currency
credit balance) are settled through or by banks in the home country of
the currency, unless the Bank executes them entirely within its own
organisation.

Keeping of Accounts
7. Periodic balance statements for current accounts
(1) Issue of periodic balance statements

Unless otherwise agreed, the Bank shall issue a periodic balance
statement for a current account at the end of each calendar quarter,
thereby clearing the claims accrued by both parties during this period
(including interest and charges imposed by the Bank). The Bank may
charge interest on the balance arising therefrom in accordance with
No. 12 of these Business Conditions or any other agreements entered
into with the customer.

(2) Credit entries for foreign currency transactions with the
Customer

If the Bank concludes a transaction with the customer (e.g. a forward
exchange transaction) under which it owes the provision of an amount
in a foreign currency, it shall discharge its foreign currency obligation
by crediting the account of the customer in the respective currency,
unless otherwise agreed.

(2) Time allowed for objections; approval by silence

(3) Temporary limitation of performance by the Bank

Any objections a customer may have concerning the incorrectness
or incompleteness of a periodic balance statement must be raised
not later than six weeks after its receipt; if the objections are made
in text form, it is sufficient to dispatch these within the period of six
weeks. Failure to make objections in due time shall be considered as
approval. When issuing the periodic balance statement, the Bank shall
expressly draw the customer’s attention to this consequence. The customer may demand a correction of the periodic balance statement
even after expiry of this period, but must then prove that the account
was either wrongly debited or mistakenly not credited.

The Bank’s duty to execute a disposal order to the debit of a foreign
currency credit balance (paragraph 1) or to discharge a foreign currency obligation (paragraph 2) shall be suspended to the extent that and
for as long as the Bank cannot or can only restrictedly dispose of the
currency in which the foreign currency credit balance or the obligation
is denominated, due to political measures or events in the country of
the respective currency. To the extent that and for as long as such
measures or events persist, the Bank is not obligated either to perform
at some other place outside the country of the respective currency, in
some other currency (including euros) or by providing cash. However,
the Bank’s duty to execute a disposal order to the debit of a foreign
currency credit balance shall not be suspended if the Bank can execute it entirely within its own organisation. The right of the customer and
of the Bank to set off mutual claims due in the same currency against
each other shall not be affected by the above provisions.

8. Reverse entries and correction entries made by the
Bank
(1) Prior to issuing a periodic balance statement

Incorrect credit entries on current accounts (e.g. due to a wrong account number) may be reversed by the Bank through a debit entry
prior to the issue of the next periodic balance statement to the extent
that the Bank has a repayment claim against the customer (reverse
entry); in this case, the customer may not object to the debit entry on
the grounds that a disposal of an amount equivalent to the credit entry
has already been made.

(4) Exchange rate

The exchange rate for foreign currency transactions shall be determined on the basis of the “List of Prices and Services” (Preis- und
Leistungsverzeichnis). Payment services shall be governed in addition
by the payment services framework contract.

(2) After issuing a periodic balance statement

Duties of the Customer to Cooperate

If the Bank ascertains an incorrect credit entry after a periodic balance
statement has been issued and if the Bank has a repayment claim
against the customer, it shall debit the account of the customer with
the amount of its claim (correction entry). If the customer objects to the
correction entry, the Bank shall re-credit the account with the amount
in dispute and assert its repayment claim separately.

11. Duties of the customer to cooperate
(1) Notification of changes

A proper settlement of business requires that the customer notify
the Bank without delay of any changes in the customer’s name and
address, as well as the termination of, or amendment to, any powers
of representation towards the Bank conferred to any person (in particular, a power of attorney). This notification duty also exists where
the powers of representation are recorded in a public register (e.g.
the Commercial Register) and any termination thereof or any amendments thereto are entered in that register. Additional statutory notification requirements, resulting from the German Money Laundering Act
in particular, may apply.

(3) Notification to the customer; calculation of interest

The Bank shall immediately notify the customer of any reverse entries
and correction entries made. With respect to the calculation of interest,
the Bank shall effect the entries retroactively as of the day on which the
incorrect entry was made.

9. Collection orders
(1) Conditional credit entries effected upon presentation of
documents

(2) Clarity of orders

Orders must unequivocally show their contents. Orders that are not
worded clearly may lead to queries, which may result in delays. In
particular, when giving orders, the customer must ensure that the
information the customer provides, particulary the domestic account
number and bank code number (“Bankleitzahl”) or IBAN2 and BIC3 and
the currency, are complete and correct. Amendments, confirmations or
repetitions of orders must be designated as such.

If the Bank credits the countervalue of cheques and direct debits prior
to their payment, this is done on condition of payment, even if these
items are payable at the Bank itself. If the customer surrenders other
items, instructing the Bank to collect an amount due from a debtor
(e.g. interest coupons), and if the Bank effects a credit entry for such
amount, this is done under the reserve that the Bank shall obtain the
amount. This reserve shall also apply if the cheques, direct debits and
other items are payable at the Bank itself. If cheques or direct debits
are not paid or if the Bank does not obtain the amount under the collection order, the Bank shall cancel the conditional credit entry regardless
of whether or not a periodic balance statement has been issued in the
meantime.

(3) Special reference to urgency in connection with the
execution of an order

If the customer feels that an order requires particularly prompt execution, the customer shall notify the Bank of this fact separately. For
orders issued on a printed form, this must be done separately from
the form.

(2) Payment of direct debits and of cheques made out by the
customer

(4) Examination of, and objections to, notification received
from the Bank
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“Einzugsermächtigungslastschriften” and “Abbuchungsauftragslastschriften”, as well as cheques, shall be deemed to have been paid,
unless the debit entry is cancelled prior to the end of the second bank
working day1 after it was made. Direct debits from other schemes shall
be subject to the payment rules in the Special Conditions agreed for
these. Cheques payable in cash shall be deemed to have been paid
once their amount has been paid to the presenting party. Cheques
shall also be deemed to have been paid as soon as the Bank dispatches an advice of payment. Cheques presented through the clearing
office of the Bundesbank shall be deemed to have been paid, unless
they are returned by the time stipulated by the Bundesbank.

1
2
3

The customer must immediately examine account statements, securities contract notes, statements of securities holdings and earnings,
other statements, advices of execution of orders, as well as information on expected payments and consignments (advices), as to their
correctness and completeness and immediately raise any objections
relating thereto.

(5) Notice to the Bank in case of non-receipt of statements

The customer must notify the Bank immediately if periodic balance
statements and statements of securities holdings are not received.
The duty to notify the Bank also exists if other advices expected by
the customer are not received (e.g. securities contract notes, account
statements after execution of customer orders or regarding payments
expected by the customer).

Bank working days are all working days except Saturdays, 24 December and 31 December.
International Bank Account Number
Bank Identifier Code

2

Cost of Bank Services

Bank (e.g. as a surety), the Bank is, however, not entitled to demand
that security be provided or increased for the debt resulting from such
liability incurred before the maturity of the debt.

12. Interest, charges and out-of-pocket expenses

(2) Changes in the risk

(1) Interest and charges for private banking

If the Bank, upon the creation of claims against the customer, has initially dispensed wholly or partly with demanding that security be provided or increased, it may nonetheless make such a demand at a later
time, provided, however, that circumstances occur or become known
which justify a higher risk assessment of the claims against the customer. This may, in particular, be the case if
– the economic status of the customer has changed or threatens to
change in a negative manner or
– the value of the existing security has deteriorated or threatens to
deteriorate.
The Bank has no right to demand security if it has been expressly
agreed that the customer either does not have to provide any security
or must only provide that security which has been specified. For consumer loan agreements, the Bank is entitled to demand that security
be provided or increased only to the extent that such security is mentioned in the loan agreement; when, however, the net loan amount exceeds 75,000 euros, the Bank may demand that security be provided
or increased even if the loan agreement does not contain any or any
exhaustive indications as to security.

Interest and charges for loans and services customary in private
banking are set out in the “Price Display – Standard rates for private
banking” (Preisaushang) and, in addition, in the “List of Prices and Services” (Preis- und Leistungsverzeichnis). If a customer makes use of
a loan or service listed therein, and unless otherwise agreed between
the Bank and the customer, the interest and charges stated in the then
valid Price Display or List of Prices and Services are applicable. Unless otherwise agreed, the charges for any services not stated therein
which are provided following the instructions of the customer or which
are believed to be in the interests of the customer and which can,
in the given circumstances, only be expected to be provided against
remuneration, shall be governed by the relevant statutory provisions.

(2) Interest and charges other than for private banking

The amount of interest and charges other than for private banking
shall, in the absence of any other agreement or conflict with statutory provisions, be determined by the Bank at its reasonable discretion
(Section 315 of the German Civil Code).

(3) Non-chargeable service

(3) Setting a period of time for providing or increasing
security

The Bank shall not charge for any service which it is required to provide by law or pursuant to a contractual accessory obligation or which it
performs in its own interest, unless such charge is legally permissible
and levied in accordance with the relevant statutory provisions.

The Bank shall allow a reasonable period of time for providing or increasing security. If the Bank intends to make use of its right of termination without notice according to No. 19 (3) of these Business Conditions
should the customer fail to comply with the obligation to provide or
increase security within such period, it shall draw the customer’s attention to this consequence before doing so.

(4) Changes in interest rates; right of termination by the
customer in the event of an increase

In the case of variable interest rate loans, the interest rate shall be adjusted in accordance with the terms of the respective loan agreement.
The Bank shall notify the customer of any interest rate adjustments.
If the interest rate is increased, the customer may, unless otherwise
agreed, terminate the loan agreement affected thereby with immediate
effect within six weeks from notification of the change. If the customer
terminates the loan agreement, any such increased interest rate shall
not be applied to the terminated loan agreement. The Bank shall allow
a reasonable period of time for settlement.

14. Lien in favour of the Bank
(1) Agreement on the lien

The customer and the Bank agree that the Bank acquires a lien on the
securities and chattels which, within the scope of banking business,
have come or may come into the possession of a domestic office of the
Bank. The Bank also acquires a lien on any claims which the customer
has or may in future have against the Bank arising from the banking
relationship (e.g. credit balances).

(5) Changes in charges for services typically used on a
permanent basis

(2) Secured claims

Changes in charges for services which are typically used by customers within the framework of the business relationship on a permanent
basis (e.g. account/securities account management) shall be offered
to the customer in text form no later than two months before their proposed date of entry into force. If the customer has agreed an electronic communication channel (e.g. online banking) with the Bank within
the framework of the business relationship, the changes may also be
offered through this channel. The changes shall be deemed to have
been approved by the customer, unless the customer has indicated
disapproval before their proposed date of entry into force. The Bank
shall expressly draw the customer’s attention to this consequent approval in its offer. If the customer is offered changes, the customer may
also terminate the agreement affected by the changes free of charge
with immediate effect before the proposed date of entry into force of
the changes. The Bank shall expressly draw the customer’s attention
to this right of termination in its offer. If the customer terminates the
agreement, the adjusted charge shall not be applied to the terminated
agreement.

The lien serves to secure all existing, future and contingent claims arising from the banking relationship which the Bank with all its domestic
and foreign offices is entitled to against the customer. If the customer
has assumed liability for another customer’s obligations towards the
Bank (e.g. as a surety), the lien shall not secure the debt resulting from
the liability incurred before the maturity of the debt.

(6) Out-of-pocket expenses

If securities are subject to the Bank’s lien, the customer is not entitled
to demand the delivery of the interest and dividend coupons pertaining
to such securities.

(3) Exemptions from the lien

If funds or other assets come into the power of disposal of the Bank
under the reserve that they may only be used for a specified purpose
(e.g. deposit of cash for payment of a bill of exchange), the Bank’s
lien does not extend to these assets. The same applies to shares issued by the Bank itself (own shares) and to securities which the Bank
keeps in custody abroad for the customer’s account. Moreover, the
lien extends neither to the profit-participation rights/profit-participation
certificates (Genußrechte/Genußscheine) issued by the Bank itself nor
to the Bank’s securitised and non-securitised subordinated liabilities.

(4) Interest and dividend coupons

The Bank shall be entitled to charge to the customer out-of-pocket expenses which are incurred when the Bank carries out the instructions
or acts in the presumed interests of the customer (in particular, telephone costs, postage) or when credit security is furnished, administered, released or realised (in particular, notarial fees, storage charges,
cost of guarding items serving as collateral).

15. Security interests in the case of items for collection
and discounted bills of exchange
(1) Transfer of ownership by way of security

(7) Special arrangements for consumer loan agreements
and payment services contracts with consumers for
payments within the European Economic Area (EEA) in
an EEA currency

The Bank acquires ownership by way of security of any cheques and
bills of exchange deposited for collection at the time such items are
deposited. The Bank acquires absolute ownership of discounted bills
of exchange at the time of the purchase of such items; if it re-debits
discounted bills of exchange to the account, it retains the ownership by
way of security in such bills of exchange.

The interest and costs (charges, out-of-pocket expenses) for consumer
loan agreements and payment services contracts with consumers for
payments within the European Economic Area (EEA)4 in an EEA currency5 shall be determined by the relevant contractual arrangements
and Special Conditions as well as the additional statutory provisions.

(2) Assignment by way of security

The claims underlying the cheques and bills of exchange shall pass
to the Bank simultaneously with the acquisition of ownership in the
cheques and bills of exchange; the claims also pass to the Bank if
other items are deposited for collection (e.g. direct debits, documents
of commercial trading).

Security for the Bank’s Claims Against
the Customer

(3) Special-purpose items for collection

If items for collection are deposited with the Bank under the reserve
that their countervalue may only be used for a specified purpose, the
transfer or assignment of ownership by way of security does not extend to these items.

13. Providing or increasing security
(1) Right of the Bank to request security
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The Bank may demand that the customer provide the usual forms of
security for any claims that may arise from the banking relationship,
even if such claims are conditional (e.g. indemnity for amounts paid
under a guarantee issued on behalf of the customer). If the customer
has assumed a liability for another customer’s obligations towards the

(4) Secured claims of the Bank

The ownership transferred or assigned by way of security serves to
secure any claims which the Bank may be entitled to against the customer arising from the customer’s current account when items are

Current EEA member countries: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom.

4

EEA currencies at present: Bulgarian lew, Czech krona, Danish krone, euro, Hungarian forint, Icelandic króna, Latvian lats, Lithuanian litas, Norwegin krone, Polish zloty, pound sterling,
Romanian leu, Swedish krona, Swiss franc.

5

3

deposited for collection or arising as a consequence of the re-debiting
of unpaid items for collection or discounted bills of exchange. Upon
request of the customer, the Bank retransfers to the customer the ownership by way of security of such items and of the claims that have
passed to it if it does not, at the time of such request, have any claims
against the customer that need to be secured or if it does not permit
the customer to dispose of the countervalue of such items prior to their
final payment.

–

if a substantial deterioration in the customer’s financial status or
in the value of security occurs or threatens to occur, jeopardizing
the repayment of a loan or the discharge of any other obligation
towards the Bank even if security provided therefor is realised, or
– if the customer fails to comply, within the required period of time
allowed by the Bank, with the obligation to provide or increase security according to No. 13 (2) of these Business Conditions or to
the provisions of some other agreement.
If reasonable cause is given due to the breach of a contractual obligation, termination shall only be permitted after expiry, without result, of
a reasonable period of time fixed for corrective action by the customer
or after a warning to the customer has proved unsuccessful, unless
this proviso can be dispensed with owing to the special features of a
particular case (Section 323 (2) and (3) of the German Civil Code).

16. Limitation of the claim to security and obligation to
release
(1) Cover limit

The Bank may demand that security be provided or increased until
the realisable value of all security corresponds to the total amount of
all claims arising from the banking business relationship (cover limit).

(4) Termination of consumer loan agreements in the event
of default

(2) Release

Where the German Civil Code contains specific provisions for the termination of a consumer loan agreement subsequent to repayment default, the Bank may only terminate the agreement as provided therein.

If the realisable value of all security exceeds the cover limit on a more
than temporary basis, the Bank shall, at the customer’s request, release security items as it may choose in the amount exceeding the
cover limit; when selecting the security items to be released, the Bank
shall take into account the legitimate concerns of the customer or of
any third party having provided security for the customer’s obligations.
To this extent, the Bank is also obliged to execute orders of the customer relating to the items subject to the lien (e.g. sale of securities,
repayment of savings deposits).

(5) Settlement following termination

In the event of termination without notice, the Bank shall allow the
customer a reasonable period of time for settlement (in particular for
the repayment of a loan), unless it is necessary to attend immediately thereto (e.g. the return of cheque forms following termination of a
chequing agreement).

(3) Special agreements

Protection of Deposits

If assessment criteria for a specific security item other than the realisable value or another cover limit or another limit for the release of
security have been agreed, these other criteria or limits shall apply.

20. Deposit Protection Fund

17. Realisation of security

(1) Scope of protection

(1) Option of the Bank

The Bank is a member of the Deposit Protection Fund of the Association of German Banks (Einlagensicherungsfonds des Bundesverbandes deutscher Banken e.V.), hereinafter referred to as “Deposit
Protection Fund”. The Deposit Protection Fund protects all liabilities
which are required to be shown in the balance sheet item “Liabilities to
customers”. Among these are demand, term and savings deposits, including registered savings certificates. The protection ceiling for each
creditor is, until 31 December 2014, 30%, until 31 December 2019,
20%, until 31 December 2024, 15% and, as of 1 January 2025, 8.75%
of the liable capital of the Bank relevant for deposit protection. Deposits established or renewed after 31 December 2011 shall be subject to
the respective new protection ceilings as of the aforementioned dates,
irrespective of the time when the deposits are established. Deposits
established before 31 December 2011 shall be subject to the old protection ceilings until maturity or until the next possible withdrawal date.
The applicable protection ceiling shall be notified to the customer by
the Bank on request. It is also available on the Internet at www.bankenverband.de. Where the Bank is a branch of a bank from another
European Economic Area (EEA) country, the Deposit Protection Fund
shall only provide compensation if and to the extent that the deposits
exceed the protection ceiling of the home-country deposit guarantee
scheme. The level of coverage provided by the home-country deposit
guarantee scheme can be viewed on the Internet at the website of the
relevant scheme, the address of which shall be made available to the
customer by the Bank on request.

If the Bank realises security, it may choose between several security
items. When realising security and selecting the items to be realised,
the Bank shall take into account the legitimate concerns of the customer and any third party who may have provided security for the
obligations of the customer.

(2) Credit entry for proceeds under turnover tax law

If the transaction of realisation is subject to turnover tax, the Bank shall
provide the customer with a credit entry for the proceeds, such entry
being deemed to serve as invoice for the supply of the item given as
security and meeting the requirements of turnover tax law (Umsatzsteuerrecht).

Termination
18. Termination rights of the customer
(1) Right of termination at any time

Unless the Bank and the customer have agreed a term or a diverging
termination provision, the customer may at any time, without notice,
terminate the business relationship as a whole or particular business
relations (e.g. a chequing agreement).

(2) Termination for reasonable cause

(2) Exemptions from deposit protection

If the Bank and the customer have agreed a term or a diverging termination provision for a particular business relation, such relation may
only be terminated without notice if there is reasonable cause therefor
which makes it unacceptable to the customer to continue it, also after
giving consideration to the legitimate concerns of the Bank.

Not protected are claims in respect of which the Bank has issued bearer instruments, e.g. bearer bonds and bearer certificates of deposit,
as well as liabilities to banks.

(3) Additional validity of the By-laws of the
Deposit Protection Fund

(3) Statutory termination rights

Statutory termination rights shall not be affected.

Further details of the scope of protection are contained in Section 6
of the By-laws of the Deposit Protection Fund, which are available on
request.

19. Termination rights of the Bank
(1) Termination upon notice

(4) Transfer of claims

Upon observing a reasonable period of notice, the Bank may at any
time terminate the business relationship as a whole or particular business relations for which neither a term nor a diverging termination provision has been agreed (e.g. the chequing agreement authorizing the
use of cheque forms). In determining the period of notice, the Bank
shall take into account the legitimate concerns of the customer. The
minimum termination notice for a payment services framework contract (e.g. current account or card contract) and a securities account
shall be two months.

To the extent that the Deposit Protection Fund or its mandatory makes
payments to a customer, the respective amount of the customer’s
claims against the Bank together with all subsidiary rights shall be
transferred simultaneously to the Deposit Protection Fund.

(5) Disclosure of information

The Bank shall be entitled to disclose to the Deposit Protection Fund
or to its mandatory all relevant information and to place necessary
documents at their disposal.

(2) Termination of loans with no fixed term

Ombudsman Scheme

Loans and loan commitments for which neither a fixed term nor a
diverging termination provision has been agreed may be terminated
at any time by the Bank without notice. When exercising this right of
termination, the Bank shall give due consideration to the legitimate
concerns of the customer.
Where the German Civil Code contains specific provisions for the termination of a consumer loan agreement, the Bank may only terminate
the agreement as provided therein.

21. Out-of-court dispute resolution

Consumers may have any disputes with the Bank resolved by the German private banks’ Ombudsman. Where disputes resulting from the
scope of application of the law on payment services (Sections 675 c
– 676 c of the German Civil Code) are involved, customers who are
not consumers also may request their resolution by the German private banks’ Ombudsman. Further details are contained in the “Rules of
Procedure for the Settlement of Customer Complaints in the German
Private Commercial Banking Sector”, which are available on request
or can be downloaded from the Internet at www.bankenverband.de.
Complaints should be addressed in writing to the Customer Complaints Office at the Bundesverband deutscher Banken (Association of
German Banks), Postfach 04 03 07, 10062 Berlin.
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(3) Termination for reasonable cause without notice

Termination of the business relationship as a whole or of particular
business relations without notice is permitted if there is reasonable
cause which makes it unacceptable to the Bank to continue the business relations, also after having given consideration to the legitimate
concerns of the customer. Reasonable cause is given in particular
– if the customer has made incorrect statements as to the customer’s
financial status, provided such statements were of significant importance for the Bank’s decision concerning the granting of credit
or other operations involving risks for the Bank (e.g. the delivery of
a payment card), or
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Useful internet addresses
Bundesverband deutscher Banken (Association of German Banks)
www.germanbanks.org
www.infos-finanzen.de (German only)
www.schulbank.de (German only)
Bundesministerium für Ernährung, Landwirtschaft und Verbraucherschutz
(Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Consumer Protection)
www.bmelv.de
Bundesministerium der Justiz (Federal Ministry of Justice)
www.bmj.bund.de
Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik
(Federal Office for Information Security)
www.bsi.de
SCHUFA Holding AG (German credit information agency)
www.schufa.de
Verbraucherzentrale Bundesverband
(Federation of German Consumer Organisations)
www.vzbv.de
Verbraucherzentrale NRW (Consumer Advice Office North Rhine-Westphalia)
www.verbraucherfinanzwissen.de (German only)
Unterrichtshilfe Finanzkompetenz (Financial literacy teaching aids)
www.unterrichtshilfe-finanzkompetenz.de (German only)
Infodienst-Schuldnerberatung (Debtor counselling information service)
www.infodienst-schuldnerberatung.de (German only)
Stiftung Warentest/Finanztest (Independent non-governmental foundation
testing products and services, also in the financial sector)
www.test.de/themen/geldanlage-banken (German only)
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Consumer protection links
Out-of-court dispute resolution schemes in the German financial sector:
Ombudsmann der privaten Banken

Versicherungsombudsmann

(The private commercial banks’

(Insurance Ombudsman)

Ombudsman)

Versicherungsombudsmann e. V.

Bundesverband deutscher Banken

Postfach 080632, 10006 Berlin

Postfach 040307, 10062 Berlin

www.versicherungsombudsmann.de

www.bankenombudsmann.de

(German only)

(German only)
Ombudsmann Private Kranken- und
Ombudsmann der Öffentlichen Banken

Pflegeversicherung (Ombudsman for

(The public-sector banks’ Ombudsman)

private medical and nursing care insurance)

Bundesverband Öffentlicher Banken

Verband der Privaten Krankenversicherung

Deutschlands

Postfach 060222, 10052 Berlin

Postfach 110272, 10832 Berlin

www.pkv-ombudsmann.de (German only)

www.voeb.de (German only)
Ombudsstelle geschlossene Fonds
Ombudsmann der genossenschaftlichen

(Ombudsman’s Office for closed-end funds)

Bankengruppe (The cooperative banks’

Postfach 640222, 10048 Berlin

Ombudsman)

www.ombudsstelle-gfonds.de (German only)

Bundesverband der Deutschen Volksbanken
und Raiffeisenbanken

Schlichtungsstelle der Landesbauspar-

Postfach 309263, 10760 Berlin

kassen (The regional building societies’

www.bvr.de (German only)

dispute resolution body)
Postfach 7448, 48040 Münster

Deutscher Sparkassen- und Giroverband

www.lbs.de (German only)

(German Savings Banks’ Association)
Charlottenstraße 47, 10117 Berlin		

Ombudsleute der Privaten Bauspar-

www.dsgv.de (German only)

kassen (The private building societies’
ombudspersons)

Schlichtungsstelle der Deutschen

Verband der Privaten Bausparkassen

Bundesbank (Bundesbank’s dispute

Postfach 303079, 10730 Berlin

resolution body)

www.bausparkassen.de (German only)

Deutsche Bundesbank
Postfach 111232, 60047 Frankfurt am Main
www.bundesbank.de (German only)
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The “fokus:verbraucher” series
The Association of German Banks provides information geared specially to consumers in a
series of publications of its own entitled “fokus:verbraucher – Eine Information der privaten
Banken” (fokus:verbraucher – information from the private commercial banks). These publications provide consumers with reliable, easy-to-understand information free of charge.
The most recently available publications (in German only) are:

Sicher zahlen mit der Kreditkarte im Internet
Shopping per Mausklick – Sicherheitsregeln beachten!

November 2011

Ombudsmann der privaten Banken
Tätigkeitsbericht 2010

August 2011

Neue Infos zum „P-Konto“
Pfändungsschutz nur noch über das „P-Konto“

August 2011

Banken und Verbraucher – Vertrauen als Basis
Das verbraucherpolitische Gesamtkonzept der privaten Banken June 2011
Tätigkeit als Finanzagent?
Informationen für Privatkunden

May 2011

Online Banking – bequem und sicher
Informationen für Online-Banking-Nutzer

February 2011

Geldanlage in Wertpapieren
Informationen für Privatkunden

December 2010

Einfach bezahlen mit IBAN und BIC
Informationen für Privatkunden

November 2010

Was Banken leisten
Informationen für Privatkunden

October 2010

Private Immobilienfinanzierung
Informationen für Privatkunden

October 2010

Ombudsmann der privaten Banken
Tätigkeitsbericht 2009

August 2010

Neue Regeln für Verbraucherkredite
Was ändert sich für Bankkunden?

June 2010

Einlagensicherung der privaten Banken
Informationen für Privatkunden

May 2010

All publications can be ordered free of charge or downloaded as a PDF file at
www.bankenverband.de.
As per January 2012.
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